An essay on Saami ethnolinguistic prehistory*

This essay deals with the study of the ethnolinguistic past of the Saami. In recent years many novel findings have emerged in the field of Saami historical linguistics, and the interpretation of these new results allows a coherent timeline of the development of the Saami languages to be established. The Proto-Saami language appears to have first evolved somewhere in the Lakeland of southern Finland and Karelia in the Early Iron Age. A broad body of evidence points to the conclusion that the Middle Iron Age (ca. 300–800 AD) in Lapland has been a period of radical ethnic, social, and linguistic change: in this period the Proto-Saami language spread to the area from the south and Saami ethnicities formed. Prior to this, Lapland was inhabited by people of unknown ethnicity that spoke non-Uralic languages, many relics of which survive in Saami vocabulary and place-names. In the archaeological record of Lapland the Middle Iron Age is an obscure period characterized by sparse finds and lack of ceramics and iron production. This apparent correlation between ‘archaeological invisibility’ and major ethnolinguistic change poses intriguing questions regarding the nature of this period of Saami prehistory.

1. Introduction

Since the very beginning of scientific study of the history of the Saami, scholars have wondered about our “origin” – whence we came and why we speak Finno-Ugric languages related to Finnish and Hungarian. Initially the question of our origins was approached from two very different angles. On the one hand, comparative linguists turned to seek these origins from beyond the Volga or the Urals, as the linguistic relationship of Saami languages to Finno-Ugric was solidly demonstrated in the 18th century already. On the other hand, cultural and physical anthropologists started early on to emphasize the difference of our ethos and race from those of neighboring peoples, including the linguistically
related Finns. As such speculations combined with social Darwinist ideologies, it emerged as a mystery to be pondered by many scholars how we could be linguistically related to sedentary Finno-Ugric peoples that had evolved to a higher cultural level, even though our racial characteristics suggested a very different history – or perhaps a lack of history altogether.

The naïveté of such thoughts is now easy to point out. What is less easy to see, though, is how the legacy of old paradigms now manifests itself in new forms in today’s theories. The clash between linguistic and anthropological findings of Saami origins has not disappeared, even though methods of population genetics have been substituted for craniometric measurements. While linguists trace Saami origins via the Finno-Ugric connection far to the Russian taiga, archaeologists find evidence of cultural continuity in Lapland since the pioneers who followed the receding ice sheet, and geneticists describe the Saami population as an ‘outlier’ in the European context. A synthetic view of Saami ethnogenesis seems perhaps farther from our reach than ever, as there is hardly a single question in the field of Saami prehistory on which broad agreement between
scholars in the various disciplines could be found. Perhaps nowhere can this be seen better than in the fact that there is no unanimity of what the term ‘Saami’ even means when applied in a prehistoric context. This essay is an attempt to present a synthetic view in a fragmented field of study by piecing together a picture of what we currently do know and what we still do not know of the origin of Saami ethnicities.

Comparative linguistics provides effective methods for tracing the origins of languages, and due to the ethnonomastic connection linguists have often dominated discussions on ethnic prehistory. Indeed, it cannot be denied that language is an important component of ethnic identity – it is, in fact, a component so central that ethnic boundaries largely coincide with linguistic ones. There are, of course, also many exceptions to this basic correlation, such as cases where two groups of people do not share a common ethnic identity in spite of speaking essentially the same language (as in the case of the Serbs and the Croats in modern Europe, for example). However, such cases are recognized as exceptional precisely because they go against the seemingly common rule that speakers of one language tend to consider themselves as members of one group, and those that speak another members of a different group.

The fact that a pervasive connection between language and ethnicity can be synchronically observed in the real world has given rise to an idea that this connection is also diachronically straightforward. It seems to be an unstated premise that lurks on the background of many linguists’ thinking that the origin of a language also coincides with the ethnogenesis of its speakers. This has also been the case with my own writings on the topic, such as Aikio (2006), where the ethnically loaded term ‘Saami homeland’ is used in a purely linguistic sense, in reference to ‘the original speaking area of Proto-Saami’. This way of thinking must be rejected as misleading, however.

It is, in fact, quite easy to see that ethnogenesis is not a direct result of the formation of new languages through the breaking up of a proto-language. For example, an ethnic category such as ‘Swedes’ has not emerged through the separation of a ‘Swedish’ language from Proto-Scandinavian. On the contrary, the mere idea of such a distinct ‘language’ has served as a background upon which the idea of an ethnic group could be created. But language does not need to determine the boundaries of an ethnic group even if it determines its prototype. By the linguistic criteria of shared innovations or mutual intelligibility one cannot find anything that would delimit all dialects of ‘Swedish’ as a coherent whole distinct from ‘Norwegian’ and ‘Danish’. On the other hand, there are Scandinavian language varieties spoken within Sweden such as Övdalian, which by the criterion of lack of mutual intelligibility as well as by their speakers’ own opinion are clearly distinct languages (although refused to be officially recognized as such by the state of Sweden). Still, speakers of Övdalian consider themselves ‘Swedes’ and not a distinct ethnic group (Melerksa 2010). Moreover, even groups speaking linguistically unrelated languages, such as Meänkieli or Torne Valley Finnish in northern Sweden, have become secondarily incorporated to the ethnic category of ‘Swedes’.
Hence, even if ‘ethnic identity’ is a category intimately tied to the concept of ‘native language’, ethnogenesis often cannot be explained as a direct result of glottogenesis – in part because there are many answers to how one should define ‘native language’ on an individual level (Skutnabb-Kangas 2000: 105–115) and to what counts as a ‘language’ on a group level. On the other hand, one should not go as far as to reject linguistic explanations of ethnogenesis altogether. While linguists have often oversimplified the connections of language and ethnicity, in other subfields of the humanities the situation is more the opposite – in cultural studies ethnicity has remained a highly controversial topic subject to much critical discussion and overproblematization, and the role of native language as a criterion of ethnic identity has often been overlooked in this discourse.

A popular view expressed by Barth (1969), for instance, is that ethnicity is a construct created or chosen to uphold a group’s difference from its neighbors. In the context of Saami prehistory Barth’s views have led scholars such as Odner (1983) and Hansen and Olsen (2004) to see the Saami ethnogenesis as a process of gradual unification, which could be explained as a reaction to the political, economic, and cultural pressure caused by intensified interaction with Scandinavians in the Iron Age. While there is certainly a grain of truth to such a scenario, the theory still reminds one of a three-legged stool missing a leg. As languages are born through a process of linguistic diversification, no completely new language could ever have been ‘created’ as an ethnic marker in response to outside pressure. Even if the envisioned process of ethnic unification has taken place in Lapland – and it well may have – we still need a wholly different explanation to how the Proto-Saami language became adopted as a key component of the emergent ‘Saami’ identities.

The intimate connection between language and ethnicity implies several things for the interpretation of Saami prehistory. It is worth bearing in mind that the term ‘Saami’ can be reasonably applied only to societies thought to have used some form of Saami as their main medium of in-group communication. Because of this, it is sensible to speak of ‘Saami people’ and ‘Saami culture’ only in connection with periods when Saami languages have existed, but not before that. Even so, it must also be borne in mind that ‘Saami’ in this sense is merely a linguistic umbrella term, and we must seriously consider the possibility that in prehistoric times Saami languages have been spoken in communities that differed radically from the historical Saami in terms of their culture, livelihoods, or ethnic identity.

While all this might seem easy to fathom, in practice one gets to learn that it is not. For instance, it is not at all uncommon to see Stone Age dwelling sites or rock art in Lapland characterized as “Saami” in scholarly references and popular texts alike. Even so, those acquainted with very basic facts of the historical development of languages are aware that the Saami languages – or indeed, any languages spoken today – cannot possibly have existed in the Stone Age. Consequently, there can have been no ‘Saami’ in the Stone Age either; people who did not speak Saami and did not call themselves Saami should not be called Saami by us either. It is another thing that the Saami, like all peoples, have their Stone Age linguistic, cultural, and genetic ancestors. Thus, the right question to ask is
how Saami ethnicities later emerged through the interplay of diverse linguistic, cultural, and genetic components. In the present state of research the details of this process are largely unknown.

While our current knowledge will hardly translate into an exact theory of Saami ethnogenesis, it is a task in itself to try to create a synthesis of what we know and to formulate the questions we should ask ourselves next. The last decade has produced many new results and interpretations in the field of Saami historical linguistics, and a rather uniform view of the chronology and areal contacts of the proto-stages of Saami languages has emerged among linguists (Aikio 2006; Kallio 2009; Häkkinen 2010a, 2010b; Saarikivi 2011; Heikkinen 2011). These new linguistic views are of interest to scholars in all fields of Saami prehistory, as they allow us to place sociolinguistic events of the past in space and time, and thus to partially reconstruct the sequence of major ‘speech community events’ (in the sense of Ross 1997) which led from the Uralic proto-language to the emergence of Saami languages in Lapland.

Somewhere along this timeline of linguistic development Saami ethnicities have taken shape in the groups speaking these languages. The setting up of a linguistic chronology for Saami will thus also allow us to determine the boundaries between possible and impossible theories of Saami ethnogenesis. It would seem a reasonable requirement for such a theory that it must address the question why the Saami people speak Saami languages, as even the name ‘Saami’ as a label for an ethnic category is tied to the very existence of the languages themselves. I shall discuss below results achieved on various questions in Saami historical linguistics, focusing largely on loanword strata of varying age, which bear witness to the prehistoric interactions of groups speaking different languages. An attempt for a synthesis of these results will prompt us with new and surprising questions about past ethnicities in Lapland.

2. The position of Saami in the Uralic language family

The Saami languages, occupying the extreme northwestern parts of continental Europe, are a geographically peripheral branch in the Uralic family of languages. Whatever theory of Uralic Urheimat one might choose to endorse, it is quite obvious that the original speaking area of the Uralic proto-language must have been located far from Lapland, and certainly such an outlying area must have become Uralicized only in the last phase of the sequence of linguistic expansions that have formed the language family in the first place. It is, at any rate, clear that the first people to colonize Lapland after the last Ice Age were not speakers of Uralic languages, as the whole language family is hardly much older than approximately 4000 years (an up-to-date discussion on the dating of Proto-Uralic is provided by Kallio 2006).

Saami has a special relationship with Finnic, the only branch of the family known to have been in contact with Saami. In the traditional framework of Uralic taxonomy this special relationship has been understood in a genetic sense: Saami and Finnic languages would constitute a ‘Finno-Saamic’ subgroup in the
family, and thus derive from an intermediate Finno-Saamic proto-language (which in older research has been misleadingly called ‘Early Proto-Finnic’). Even so, it has always been clear that the main bulk of features shared by Saami and Finnic are due to language contact rather than genetic inheritance. This is certainly true of many morphosyntactic isomorphisms, and also loanwords have been adopted from Finnic to Saami in huge numbers. Some scholars, notably T. Itkonen (1997), have pursued the idea that all the features common to Finnic and Saami and separating them from the rest of the Uralic family could be explained in this way. Itkonen’s conclusions have been criticized by Sammallahti (1999: 72–74), who points out that there is more vocabulary common to Finnic and Saami than Itkonen acknowledges, and also draws attention to specifically Finno-Saamic cognate grammatical endings such as the mood markers *-ŋśi- and *-kśi- and the infinitive ending *-tak.

How one should evaluate the arguments for and against a Finno-Saamic genetic subgrouping depends on what kinds of probative power one assigns to the various levels of language in taxonomical questions. As regards shared vocabulary items, it is difficult to see the evidence for Proto-Finno-Saamic as compelling; in methodological discussions it has been pointed out that shared vocabulary as such is a weak criterion for subgrouping, as lexical innovations can easily spread between dialects and languages already separated (e.g., Fox 1995: 220). In the case of Saami and Finnic the use of lexical evidence is further complicated by the existence of ‘etymological nativization’, a process whereby speakers bilingual in two related languages identify patterns of regular sound correspondence and then apply these productively by nativizing loanwords in shapes that accord with the sound correspondences attested in cognate vocabulary. Such processes have been very productive in the loanwords transferred between Finnic and Saami, and they have often made even recent borrowings deceptively look like cognate items from a phonological point of view (Aikio 2007a).

Keeping this in mind, one must treat with some doubt claims such as that Saami and Finnic may share as many as 220 cognate words not attested elsewhere in the Uralic family (Sammallahti 1999: 74), as many or even most of such word-roots may simply be undetected borrowings between the already differentiated language branches. On the other hand, T. Itkonen’s (1997) attempt to undermine the validity of the ‘Finno-Saamic’ subgrouping on the basis of calculations of the numbers of lexical cognates must be treated with the same doubt, as he, too, seems to overestimate the probative force of lexical correspondences in genetic subgrouping.

In the domain of morphology a few specifically Finno-Saamic cognate morphemes are well established. It is problematic, though, that their further origin remains unknown and none of them can be unambiguously shown to have arisen as a result of some specific innovation; it is possible that they were simply inherited from an earlier proto-language stage and their cognates in more eastern Uralic languages either were lost or remain unidentified. Phonology is the domain where more precise methods for detecting innovations could be applied,
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but interestingly, it has proved very difficult to find decisive evidence of sound changes common to Saami and Finnic.

The most plausible candidate for such a change is the development of a labial vowel in unstressed syllables via a change *Vw > *oij (Sammallahti 1999: 72–73). But as recently shown by Kuokkala (2012), closer inspection reveals the correspondences between Saami and Finnic unstressed labial vowels as highly diverse, which suggests more complicated paths of development. As proposed by E. Itkonen (1954) already, the Proto-Uralic sequences *-aw- and *-iw- seem to have developed differently in Finnic (as in Fi kanto ‘tree stump’ < Proto-Uralic *kïntaw vs. Fi käly < Proto-Uralic *käliw), whereas Saami shows no such distinction. If the unstressed labial vowels really are a common innovation instead of a parallel development, then two such vowels (*o and *u/*ü) need to be reconstructed in Proto-Finno-Saamic, which later merged in Saami (see also Kallio, forthcoming). Another problem is that Saami shows a distinction between an unstressed labial vowel (Proto-Saami *-ö ~ *-u-) and an unstressed sequence of a labial vowel followed by a palatal glide (Proto-Saami *-ōj ~ *-ujë-), both of which have the same correspondents in Finnic. How this is to be accounted for in terms of phonological reconstruction is not clear; the history of unstressed labial vowels requires further study.

The question whether Finno-Saamic is a valid genetic subgroup remains so far unsolved, and perhaps insoluble. The taxonomic issue is further complicated by the fact that also other Uralic languages have been spoken in the immediate vicinity of Finnic and Saami, but these became extinct during the expansion of East Slavic. Rahkonen (2011a) has convincingly argued on the basis of toponomastic studies that the Uralic language spoken by the ‘Chudes’ in areas surrounding the city of Novgorod was neither Finnic nor Saami. In the Early Middle Ages there still was an unbroken continuum of Uralic languages spoken by the historical Chude, Merya, Muroma and Meshchera tribes that linked Finnic and Saami to Mordvin. We know nearly nothing of the concrete features of these extinct languages, but there are speculative theories such as Rahkonen’s (2009) attempt to link the Meshchera language in the Oka River basin with Permic on the basis of certain resemblances in place-names.

Questions regarding the taxonomic position of Finnic and Saami are obviously very difficult to answer as long as we lack knowledge of the features of the extinct Uralic languages once spoken in their vicinity. Nevertheless, due to the very limited number of possible common Finno-Saamic innovations it seems clear that if such an intermediate proto-language really existed, it must have been merely a short transitory period before the separation of Pre-Proto-Finnic and Pre-Proto-Saami into distinct speech communities. On the whole, though, the taxonomic validity of Finno-Saamic is perhaps not a question of central importance to the reconstruction of Saami linguistic prehistory; it is in any case clear that Finnic and Saami split off from a common parent language regardless of whether this proto-language was ‘Finno-Saamic’ or some more inclusive branching from which also some other West Uralic languages have diverged. On the other hand, it is equally clear that Pre-Proto-Finnic and Pre-Proto-Saami
have developed in close geographic proximity, as otherwise they could not show
the signs of prolonged language contact on all levels of language. Thus, while
Finno-Saamic might not be a valid genetic grouping, it still is a valid areal group-
ing – in Helimski’s (1982) terms an ‘areal-genetic unit’, i.e. a linguistic subgroup
which has only limited evidence of status as genetic node but shows signs of
extensive areal interaction. The status of Finno-Saamic as an areal-genetic unit
is a fact that must have a specific historical explanation.

3. The areal context of Pre-Proto-Saami

Even though we do not know exactly how Pre-Proto-Saami separated from other
early western Uralic languages, we can try to reconstruct its areal context soon
after its emergence. Once Pre-Proto-Saami had become established as a distinct
dialect or language spoken in its own speech community, its speakers have been
in contact with neighboring groups speaking both genetically related and unre-
lated languages, and traces of these contacts can be recovered by the compara-
tive method and etymological analysis.

Before we can review the evidence of interaction between Pre-Proto-Saami
and other contemporaneous language forms, the term itself needs clarification.
The path of linguistic innovations that led from Proto-Uralic to Proto-Saami
consists of many subsequent periods of language change. The most conspicu-
os of these periods of change involved a complete reorganization of the Uralic
vowel system, which serves as a useful criterion for differentiating a Proto-
Saami stage of linguistic development from a Pre-Proto-Saami one.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>West Uralic</th>
<th>Pre-Proto-Saami</th>
<th>Proto-Saami</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i ü u</td>
<td>i u</td>
<td>ie i u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e o e</td>
<td>e o</td>
<td>ea é o oo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>å a å a</td>
<td>å a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. West Uralic, Pre-Proto-Saami, and Proto-Saami vowel systems.¹

As seen in Table 1, Pre-Proto-Saami had a conservative vowel system which
only minimally differed from its ancestral West Uralic vowel system, from
which also the Finnic and Mordvin languages derive. In Proto-Saami, however,
the vowel system had developed into a radically different form through a process
which can be called the ‘Great Saami Vowel Shift’ (cf. the ‘Great Vowel Shift’
that has taken place in English). A detailed description of the various substages
of this process can be found in M. Korhonen (1981: 77–125) and Sammallahti

This reorganization of the vowel system is notable in several respects. First,
development was a complex one, as it consists of a large number of individual
sound changes of the shift, split, and split-merger type. Second, it was also rad-
ical in the sense that it resulted in a complete redistribution of the vowel space:
no single vowel in the Pre-Proto-Saami system remained unaltered. Third, in
terms of linguistic typology, the resulting Proto-Saami vowel system is a highly
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An atypical one, especially in contrast to the unremarkable six-vowel system of Pre-Proto-Saami. That such a complex and idiosyncratic series of changes in pronunciation was completed with near 100% regularity implies that it took place in a relatively compact and tight-knit speech community. In other words, the language must have been spoken within a relatively limited geographical area until the Great Saami Vowel Shift was completed.

For the purposes of this paper Pre-Proto-Saami can be defined as the ancestral form of Saami languages that had already diverged from its Uralic sisters, including Finnic, but which had not yet undergone the Great Saami Vowel Shift. In practice, of course, the vowel shift consisted of various substages, and in detailed linguistic analyses one can make more fine-grained distinctions between various proto-stages of Saami, but these are hardly relevant for what will be argued below.

The usefulness of the Great Saami Vowel Shift for reconstructing Saami linguistic prehistory lies in the fact that it provides a rather good criterion for determining at which stage various loanwords have been adopted. Certain loanwords show the effects of this vowel shift and must thus have been present in Pre-Proto-Saami already, whereas others do not and must consequently have been adopted only after the shift. For example, in Germanic loanwords adopted before the vowel shift, we can see the development of Pre-Proto-Saami *a to Proto-Saami *uo, whereas in later loans from the same source a different reflex is found. This is illustrated by the following Lule Saami word duplets consisting of two temporally distinct borrowings of the same Germanic word:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proto-Germanic (Old Norse)</th>
<th>Pre-Proto-Saami loan</th>
<th>Proto-Saami loan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*wardō- (&gt; varða ‘guard’)</td>
<td>vuorddet ‘wait’</td>
<td>várddahit ‘stare; look around’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*laigja- (&gt; leiga ‘rent’)</td>
<td>lujkkat ‘lend, borrow’</td>
<td>lájggit ‘rent’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*langan (&gt; langi ‘one of the stomachs of cattle’)</td>
<td>luogge ‘rectum’</td>
<td>(guobmo-)lággá ‘appendix’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Temporally distinct Germanic loanword strata in Saami.

There are three source language groups from which loanwords are known to have penetrated into Pre-Proto-Saami in significant numbers: Baltic, Germanic, and Finnic. A notable problem for the analysis of Finnic loanwords is that they are notoriously difficult to stratify and date; it is often quite hard to find unambiguous criteria that would reveal whether a particular loan was adopted to Pre-Proto-Saami, Proto-Saami, or even later into the already differentiated Saami languages. In large part this is due to the phenomenon of ‘etymological nativization’ mentioned in the previous section and discussed in more detail in Aikio (2007a). Especially as regards vowels, even recent loans between Saami and Finnic have often been adapted to the regular sound correspondences displayed by shared Uralic vocabulary. This often makes it impossible to solve at which stage of language development the word was borrowed, and occasionally one even cannot determine whether the word was borrowed at all or inherited from a common parent language instead.
This is an unfortunate situation, as it renders the majority of etymological material essentially useless for the dating of Finnic-Saami loan contacts. However, it appears that the regular vowel correspondence Finnic \(a\) ~ Saami \(uo\) never became a model for etymological nativization (Aikio 2007a: 36), and hence it serves as a valid criterion for identifying Finnic loans that entered the language before the Great Saami Vowel Shift. The problem, then, is to distinguish loans showing this vowel correspondence from cognate items due to common inheritance, and this can only be done if the word shows a consonant correspondence that reveals it as a loan. Even though such a limitation rules out the vast majority of all possible sound combinations, at least two such etymologies can be found:

**SaaN buošši** ‘ill-tempered (of a woman)’ < PSaa *puošē < Pre-PSaa *paša < Pre-PFi *paša (> PFi *paha > Fi paha ‘bad, evil’). – The word must be a loan, as it displays the secondary Pre-PSaa sibilant *š; an inherited cognate of Fi paha would have undergone the change *š > *s and thus developed into the form **buossi in North Saami. The loan original must still have had the sibilant *š; the Finnic change *š > *h is even younger than the PSaa vowel shift *a > *uo, as revealed by the later loan SaaN lášši ‘lean’ (< PSaa *läššē < Pre-PFi *laiša > Fi laiha ‘lean’).

**SaaN bolža** ‘moraine ridge’ < PSaa *puolčē < Pre-PSaa *palči < Pre-PFi *palči (> PFi *palči > Fi palsi ‘a hard layer of soil or clay, especially in the bottom of a lake’). – The word must be a loan, as it displays the Pre-PFi change *ti > *či; the actual inherited cognate of the word is SaaL buollda ‘mountain side’ (< *palti).

These etymologies are important as they reveal the existence of loan contacts between Pre-Proto-Saami and Pre-Proto-Finnic. The fact that we can find even two examples of such loans by applying highly exclusive phonological arguments implies that in reality many words must have been borrowed in the same period; usually there just are no criteria for determining whether a particular loanword dates back to this stage.

It is much more illuminating to analyze loans adopted to Pre-Proto-Saami from genetically unrelated contact languages, in particular Baltic and Germanic which are known to have extensively contributed to the lexica of Saami and Finnic languages over long periods of time. The oldest strata of Baltic and Germanic loanwords in Saami are superficially similar in that both are to some extent shared with Finnic, and that Finnic possesses more old borrowings from these sources than Saami does.

The fact that Saami partially shares its oldest Baltic and Germanic loans with Finnic, showing a much stronger influence from these languages, has given rise to the idea that the oldest loans from these sources were not in fact adopted to Saami independently but spread there via Finnic. This was suggested already by Vilhelm Thomsen (1869), the pioneer of Germanic and Baltic loanword studies.
Recently a somewhat similar stance has been cautiously supported by Kallio (2009: 34, 36), who notes the possibility that the majority of Proto-Baltic and the oldest Proto-Germanic loans in Saami were mediated by Pre-Proto-Finnic. On the other hand, Koivulehto (1988; 1999) has emphasized that Pre-Proto-Saami appears to have adopted independent Germanic borrowings already at its earliest stages.

A closer inspection of the etymological material reveals a notable difference between the distributions of Baltic and Germanic loans. If we exclude borrowings which were certainly or at least very probably mediated by Finnic, there seem to be 32 old Baltic loanwords in Saami. A conspicuous feature of the material is that nearly all of these words have a cognate in Finnish; only eight words (faggi, giehpa, johtit, leaibi, loggemuorra, riessat, vietka, saertie) have a distribution limited to Saami. The number of Proto-Germanic loans is twice as high, 63 words. Of these slightly over a third, 23 words, have a possible cognate in Finnic; even in many of these cases there is evidence suggesting that Finnic item was separately borrowed (Aikio 2006: 10–13, 39).

Thus, we have three independent findings regarding loanword stratification:

a) Pre-Proto-Saami had adopted loanwords from Pre-Proto-Finnic
b) Pre-Proto-Saami had a stratum of Proto-Baltic loanwords that was for the most part shared with Pre-Proto-Finnic
c) Pre-Proto-Saami had a stratum of Proto-Germanic loanwords that was for the most part not shared with Pre-Proto-Finnic

These results can be interpreted in several ways. One possible scenario is that the Baltic loanwords are on average older than the Germanic ones, and were adopted into a ‘Finno-Saamic’ proto-language before its separation to Pre-Proto-Finnic and Pre-Proto-Saami; at the same time, some Germanic loans were also adopted. After the language split, then, the Baltic contacts of Pre-Proto-Saami would have ceased whereas the Germanic contacts would have become more intensive. Pre-Proto-Finnic would have continued to develop under heavy influence of both Baltic and Germanic, which is reflected as a significantly larger number of old Germanic and Baltic loans in the Finnic languages.

While such a scenario is in itself possible, the problem is that we do not really have clear taxonomic evidence for the reality of a distinct ‘Finno-Saamic’ proto-language. Hence, invoking such a proto-language to explain the distributional peculiarities of Germanic and Baltic loans smacks of circular reasoning. If one presumes instead that the Finno-Saamic areal-genetic unit was a dialect continuum, one can posit the hypothesis that the different distributional profiles of Proto-Baltic and Proto-Germanic loans reflect not two periods of borrowing, but instead two different geographical positions of the source languages in relation to Pre-Proto-Finnic and Pre-Proto-Saami; as regards Germanic borrowings, this conclusion has been drawn by Koivulehto (1999). As argued in Aikio (2006: 45), the following picture suggests itself; the arrows indicate major pathways of loanword adoption:
Thus, it seems likely that ‘Finno-Saamic’ was a dialect continuum instead of a proto-language, and that different speech communities within this continuum had different geographic patterns of interaction with outside groups. Both the speakers of Pre-Proto-Saami and Pre-Proto-Finnic have been in independent contact with Germanic speakers, even though a part of the loanwords have diffused between the dialects and eventually become a part of both Finnic and Saami lexicon. On the other hand, only the speakers of Pre-Proto-Finnic dialects had any significant contacts with Baltic-speaking groups, and the Baltic loans found in Saami have secondarily diffused through the dialect continuum. Such an account explains why nearly all Baltic loans in Saami are shared with Finnic.

Against this interpretation one might say that there are, after all, a few Baltic loans in Saami that do not have a cognate in Finnish (Koivulehto 1992a). Their number is, however, only a quarter of all loans, 8 out 32 cases. Thinking statistically, such a fraction does not serve as proof of any independent contacts between Pre-Proto-Saami and Baltic, because it cannot be assumed that Finnish would have retained 100% of the vocabulary of Pre-Proto-Finnic. It is predictable that there also are some Baltic loans which were mediated via Pre-Proto-Finnic to Pre-Proto-Saami, but later disappeared in Finnic itself. The figures imply a survival rate of roughly 75% in Finnish for loans from this period, which actually seems rather high.

One must note, though, that there also appear to be three Baltic loans in Saami which lack a cognate in Finnic and which, for phonological reasons, could not even in theory go back to a common Finno-Saamic proto-form as they display the secondary Proto-Saami sibilant *š: SaaN šielbmá ‘threshold’, šear’rát ‘shine brightly’ and šuvon ‘good dog’ (Sammallahti 1999: 79; Aikio 2009: 199–200; Kallio 2009: 35). However, even in these cases one cannot prove that they were not at a somewhat later stage borrowed from Pre-Proto-Finnic forms which subsequently became lost in Finnic.5

In the case of one word such an argument runs into difficulties, however. The word for ‘alder’ has apparently been borrowed from Baltic in two different phonological shapes: Pre-Proto-Saami *lejpä (> SaaN leaibi ‘alder’) vs. Pre-Proto-Finnic *leppä (> Fi leppä ‘alder’).6 In this case the diffusion hypothesis is perhaps excluded due to the distinct shapes in Finnic and Saami. However, it would be daring to draw far-reaching conclusions on the basis of one etymological evidence only. Even if the word for ‘alder’ is a relic of direct interaction between Pre-Proto-Saami and Proto-Baltic speakers, the scarcity of the etymological evidence suggests that these contacts have been of mere minor significance. It is still clear that Pre-Proto-Saami remained outside the sphere of any major Baltic
influence, which starkly contrasts with the evidence of the heavy impact of Baltic on Pre-Proto-Finnic.

Recently Häkkinen (2010b) has proposed the following prehistoric interpretation of the Proto-Baltic and Proto-Germanic loanwords in Saami:

“Since the end of the Bronze Age or the beginning of the Iron Age the contacts between Saami and Germanic have intensified, whereas the contacts between Saami and Baltic have decreased in the Iron Age, which in terms of geography can be interpreted so that the Early and Mid-Proto-Saami-speaking area ended up closer and closer to the sphere of Germanic influence or even geographically spread or moved towards it, and on the other hand the speaking area of Finnic may have expanded to cut off the direct contacts between Saami and Baltic.” (Häkkinen 2010b: 57; translated from Finnish.)

Our interpretation obviously turns out to be different, if we accept the conclusion that there never even was significant direct contact between Baltic and Pre-Proto-Saami speakers in the first place. In that case it is unnecessary to postulate any major changes in the speaking areas of proto-languages at this stage. We can instead assume that nearly all of even the oldest Baltic loanwords in Pre-Proto-Saami were adopted via Pre-Proto-Finnic, but the difference between the sound systems of these dialects was still so small at that point that we cannot tell these loanwords apart from cognate items by phonological criteria.

Therefore, it would appear that the contacts between Saami and Baltic never ceased because they never even really began. Baltic loanwords have diffused to the Saami part of Finno-Saamic at many periods, often significantly later than the Finnic word itself was originally borrowed from Baltic. The older the diffusion the more archaic are the phonological features the Saami word exhibits, and the oldest diffused words cannot be told apart from true cognate items. On the basis of the reflexes of Baltic *š, for instance, we can distinguish between three stages of borrowing:

1. The earliest loans show the change *š > *s in Pre-Proto-Saami (e.g. SaaN suoidni ~ Fi heinä ‘hay’ < *šajna, cf. Lithuanian šienas ‘hay’).
2. Younger loans were borrowed after the introduction of secondary *š in Pre-Proto-Saami, but before the Finnic change *š > *h (e.g. SaaI šišne ‘tanned leather’ < Pre-PFi *šišna > Fi hihna ‘leather strap’; cf. Lithuanian šikšna ‘tanned leather’).
3. The most recent borrowings reflect Finnic h < *š (e.g. SaaN heibmu ‘tribe’ < Fi heimo < Pre-PFi *šaimo, cf. Lithuanian šeima ‘family’).

In addition to Proto-Baltic and Proto-Germanic loans, it has been proposed that even earlier Indo-European loans were independently borrowed into Pre-Proto-Saami; these would stem from ‘Northwest Indo-European’, an early predecessor of Germanic and Balto-Slavic languages (Koivulehto 2001). If this interpretation is correct, it implies that the dialectal differentiation between Pre-Proto-Saami and Pre-Proto-Finnic has very deep roots. There are reasons for uncertainty,
however. The hypothesis is based on a rather small number of etymologies; according to Sammallahti (2011: 209) there are fifteen such independent loans in Saami. As there are many more ancient Indo-European loans that Saami shares with Finnic or other West Uralic languages, at least a part of the fifteen cases can certainly be explained as words whose cognates have become lost elsewhere.

4. Proto-Scandinavian loanwords and the dating of Proto-Saami

As the Pre-Proto-Saami language transformed into Proto-Saami, its contacts with Germanic language varieties seem to have intensified. There is a very extensive stratum of loanwords adopted from Proto-Scandinavian to Saami, which provides an excellent basis for reconstructing the Saami-Scandinavian contact networks in this period.

The Proto-Scandinavian loans in Saami have a long research history, which in its early stages was characterized by a polarized debate on their very existence. Qvigstad (1893) initially wanted to deny that altogether, whereas Wiklund (1918) claimed their number was as high as 600. Later research revealed Qvigstad’s original position as false and Wiklund’s figure as greatly exaggerated. In his critical assessment of the phonological criteria for Proto-Scandinavian origin Sköld (1961) found it questionable whether even 200 loans could be shown to date back to the Proto-Scandinavian phase. Since Sköld’s study there have been many advances in the field especially due to the extensive loanword research conducted by Koivulehto (e.g., 1992b; 1999). However, no up-to-date synthesis of the stratification of Scandinavian loanwords is available, and Sköld’s (1961) monograph on the topic is outdated.

The study of Proto-Scandinavian loans is a rich source for Saami linguistic chronology, because Proto-Scandinavian, despite being a primarily reconstructed language, is also fragmentarily attested in the Early Runic inscriptions. Because many Scandinavian sound changes can be given absolute datings with the help of runic material, this allows us to provide absolute terminus ante quem datings for many loanwords in Saami. The forms of Proto-Scandinavian loans in Saami mostly seem to correspond to the phonology of the language attested in Early Runic roughly in the period 200–500 AD, and by 700 AD at the latest the Scandinavian language varieties had undergone remarkable sound changes (Nielsen 2000) after which many of the attested Saami forms could not have been borrowed. The analysis and more exact dating of individual sound changes and loanwords are naturally complicated issues.

Saami linguistic chronology can be correlated with the Scandinavian one by the help of loan etymologies which can be dated as Proto-Scandinavian and at the same time exhibit important Saami phonological innovations. The Proto-Scandinavian loanwords in West Saami languages show certain phonological features that are mostly absent in East Saami. Especially notable is the treatment of word-initial consonant clusters and the phoneme /f/, both of which were originally
foreign to Saami. Both features occur throughout the West Saami area even in old loans deriving from Proto-Scandinavian. In individual words these features have often secondarily spread to Inari Saami and sometimes even to Skolt Saami via North Saami influence, but the easternmost languages Kildin and Ter Saami seem to have acquired initial consonant clusters and /ʃ/ only very recently through borrowings from Russian. The following words serve as examples:

- **SaaS faaroe, U färro, P faarruo, L färro, N färru, I fááru** ‘party, company (of travellers)’, Sk väärr, K vär, T varr ‘trip, journey’ (< PSaa *färō ~ *värō) < PScand *farō > ON *för ‘journey’. – The Inari form with /ʃ/ has been influenced by North Saami.
- **SaaS skaaltjoe, U skálttjuo, L sjkálltjo, N skálžu, I skálžu, Sk skälǯǯ ~ dial. kälǯǯ, K kāllǯ ~ seashell’ (< PSaa *skälčō ~ *kālčō) < PScand *skaljō > ON *skel ‘shell’. – The Inari and Skolt forms with /sk/- have been influenced by North Saami.

It is worth the while to examine the distribution of these phonological features in those loans which can be dated as Proto-Scandinavian. The data are presented in Table 3; the actual etymologies in question are listed in an appendix to this paper. The material shows an interesting pattern. In all West Saami languages, forms with the consonant /ʃ/ and initial clusters of the type *sC- are found. However, initial clusters of the type stop + liquid (pl-, pr-, tr-, kl-, kr-) show a narrower distribution, as they are confined to South, Ume, and Pite Saami.

It is clear that during the Proto-Scandinavian period Proto-Saami had already dialectally diversified, and that the dialects exhibited different patterns of loanword nativization. On the basis of nativization patterns in Scandinavian loans one can distinguish between three proto-dialects at this period:

- **The southwest dialect** (> South, Ume and probably also Pite Saami), which had adopted:
  - word-initial consonant clusters of the type *sC-
  - word-initial consonant clusters of the type stop + liquid
  - the phoneme /ʃ/
- **The northwest dialect** (> Lule and North Saami), which had adopted:
  - word-initial consonant clusters of the type *sC-
  - the phoneme /ʃ/
- **The east dialect** (> Inari, Kemi, Skolt, Akkala, Kildin, and Ter Saami), which had adopted none of these features.

In addition to the phonological differences, the table illustrates how the occurrence of Proto-Scandinavian loans is heavily concentrated in the West Saami area. In East Saami their number is smaller, and only few are found in Kildin and Ter Saami on the Kola Peninsula. This also points to the conclusion that Proto-Saami was in fact a diffuse dialect continuum at the time of Proto-Scandinavian contacts, and that the loans were adopted in the West Saami area from which a part of them diffused further east via dialect borrowing.

We can, indeed, verify this interpretation by onomastic evidence. Along the Norwegian coast there are scattered Saami place-names which have been convincingly explained as loans from Proto-Scandinavian; the southernmost of
these are found in the South Saami area. The clearest examples are South Saami Måefie (Mo i Rana) and Mueffie (Mo i Vefsn), which due to their consonant /f/ must have been borrowed from Proto-Scandinavian *mōhʷaz (> ON mór ‘heath’). Another interesting example is Laakese, the older South Saami name for the Namsen river which is now commonly called Nååmesje. This seems to reflect Proto-Scandinavian *laguz (> ON lǫgr ‘sea, lake, water’, Norwegian -lågen in river names); the loan must have been adopted before the Scandinavian sound change *z > *r. These as well as several other plausible candidates for Proto-Scandinavian loan names have been discussed by Bergsland (1996). Similar cases are found in the North Saami area as well. The best-known one is the name of the island Māhkarāvju (Magerøy) in the extreme north of Norway;
-ávju can only reflect a Proto-Scandinavian form *aujō and certainly not its later Old Norse development ey ‘island’. An apparently previously unnoticed case is the fjord name Vávžavuotna (Veggefjord) on the island Ringvassøy north of Tromsø. Here Vávža- (< PSaa *vāvčē-) seems to reflect PScand *wagja- (> ON veggr ‘wedge’). The treatment of the consonant cluster is the same as in well-known borrowings such as SaaN ávža ‘bird-cherry’ < PScand *hagja- (> ON heggr ‘bird-cherry’).

Hence, it can be concluded that Proto-Saami had dialectally diversified before the end of the Proto-Scandinavian phase ca. 500–700 AD, and that in Scandinavia its dialects were already spread over roughly the same area where Saami languages have been spoken in historical times. Proto-Scandinavian loans thus yield a terminus ante quem for the presence of Saami languages in their current areas in Scandinavia. On the basis of the dating of individual sound changes such, such as *z > *r, Heikkilä (2011: 68–69) concludes that borrowed place-names demonstrate the presence of Saami languages in Scandinavia by 500 AD at the latest; the same conclusion was presented by Bergsland (1996) already.

Proto-Scandinavian loanwords also provide ample material for the reconstruction of the social setting of these contacts. This aspect has not gained very much attention in newer studies on the topic, and a thorough analysis of the material from a semantic and cultural perspective would be highly desirable. However, already a cursory application of the classical ‘Wörter und Sachen’ approach reveals notable patterns. The following six cultural domains are especially interesting (the cited forms are North Saami unless otherwise indicated):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>agricultural products</td>
<td>rákca ‘gruel’, láibi ‘bread’, gáhkku ‘flatbread’, gordni ‘grain’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fur trade</td>
<td>skieddu ‘old and worn hide’, rāhččat ‘spread a skin to dry’, S maarthte ‘marten’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The material clearly shows that seafaring, domestic animals and agricultural products were introduced to the Saami via Proto-Scandinavian speakers. It is interesting that words for the most common domestic animals and basic agricultural products were borrowed from Proto-Scandinavian, as there is little evidence of these animals actually having been kept by the Saami so early, let alone that the Saami would have had fields for growing grains. This suggests the existence of a trade network, in which the Saami acquired animal and agricultural products as well as iron implements from Proto-Scandinavian speakers.

This means that the Saami must have possessed means to purchase these products. Interestingly, there are also a few borrowings which seem to be connected with animal furs and hides. As it is known that Scandinavia provided furs for Ancient Rome already in the 1st century AD (Jones 1968: 23), it is not a great logical leap to connect the Saami in Scandinavia as a producer node in this trade network. This has already been proposed on the basis of archaeological evidence, and it is in any case known from the historical record that the Saami later played a key role in the Scandinavian fur trade (Zachrisson & al. 1997: 228–234). In this regard, it is significant that also words related to marriage and in-laws have been borrowed from Proto-Scandinavian. This suggests the occurrence of mixed marriages, and one can speculate that marriages between Scandinavian men and Saami women could have served as a way of securing trade relations, as has been suggested by Storli (1991). A similar institution, in fact, developed in the North American fur trade run by the English and the French, giving rise to the Métis ethnic group of mixed European and Native American ancestry (van Kirk 1980).

5. The Palaeo-Laplandic substrate in Saami

Proto-Scandinavian loans demonstrate the existence of a Saami-Scandinavian contact network in Lapland already in 500 AD, but they do not reveal how far earlier we can trace the history of Saami languages in the region. Many scholars have tended to see the Saami roots of Lapland as much older, going back to the Early Bronze Age (e.g. Carpelan & Parpola 2001) or the Stone Age (Sammallahti 2011). Some have even entertained the fantastic notion that some of the first settlers of Lapland after the last Ice Age could have been linguistic ancestors of the Saami – for example Halinen (1999), who has later (2011) changed his opinion, however.

In a methodological perspective it is interesting to note that the varying early datings are typically justified by the same type of argument: it is common to claim that the ‘archaeological continuity’ in a given region – i.e., the lack of evidence for some kind of cataclysmic event in the archaeological record – suggests that no language shift has taken place. This is, however, a non sequitur argument, because language shift is not the type of social process that needs to be accompanied by radical change in material culture (cf. Gal 1996). Häkkinen (2010a) has demonstrated the weakness of arguments based on archaeological
continuity, and emphasized that linguistic datings must be established via linguistic and not archaeological methods. Hence, the right question to ask is whether there are any actual linguistic data that could establish a *terminus post quem* for the presence of Saami languages in Lapland.

According to an old theory formulated by Wiklund (1896: 7–14), the Saami had earlier spoken a non-Uralic language he called ‘Protolappisch’, which they supposedly had then switched to a Uralic one adopted from ancestors of the Finns. While the idea was initially popular, it later fell into disfavor among linguists, not least because Wiklund was never able to produce any convincing evidence of the former existence of his hypothesized ‘Protolappisch’ language. In retrospect it is also easy to see the theoretical shortcomings of the model that derive from the Zeitgeist in the turn of the 20th century: linguistic and racial origins were thoroughly confused, whereas ethnic categories were seen as everlasting and unchanging. In Wiklund’s view the Saami had always been Saami regardless of whether they had spoken a Saami language or some unknown non-Uralic language.11

While Wiklund’s theories of Saami prehistory were clearly wrong in almost all the details, his basic hypothesis of a language shift still remains completely plausible. There is a very simple reason to assume *a priori* that such a shift must at some point have occurred: while it is known that there has been continuous human inhabitation in Lapland for some 12 000 years, the Uralic proto-language itself can hardly be dated older than some 4000–6000 years BP (cf. Kallio 2006). Thus, instead of asking *whether* a language shift from unknown languages to Saami has occurred in Lapland it is more rational to try to find out *when* it did occur.

In retrospect it is not surprising than Wiklund could not present any reasonable linguistic evidence in support of his ‘Protolappisch’ theory. Saami historical phonology and etymology were still so poorly understood in his times that it would simply not have been possible to reliably identify traces of disappeared languages in Saami. Now the situation is very different, as Saami historical linguistics has developed into a highly advanced field of research, and also word origins have been extensively studied. This provides a much more solid foundation for searching for the elusive traces of lost languages of Lapland. To avoid the confusing ethnic implications of Wiklund’s ‘Protolappisch’, these lost languages are best called ‘Palaeo-Laplandic’; we know absolutely nothing of the ethnic identities of the people who spoke these languages, except that they certainly did not identify themselves as ‘Saami’.

Before proceeding to examine concrete linguistic evidence, however, it is worth the while to ponder how a language shift actually happens. On the level of a local community the process of language shift is typically both rapid and irreversible. The shift of the language of daily communication usually occurs over the course of no more than a few generations. As the speech community adopts a new language, bilingualism first develops, and only rarely this will remain a steady state. More probably the process proceeds to a stage where nearly all young adults start speaking the target language to children, and at this point it is
highly unlikely that the completion of the shift could be avoided any longer. The relatively few cases where language shifts have been successfully reversed after this stage seem to result from carefully planned and coordinated revitalization attempts which are unlikely to have occurred in premodern times.

The basic path of language shift is neatly captured in Haugen’s (1953) classical five-step scheme of the development of the speakers’ competence in the outgoing language (A) and the target language (B):

\[ A > Ab > AB > aB > B \]

The intermediate stage in a language shift is a bilingual speech community with skewed patterns of crossgenerational language use: the outgoing language becomes confined to communication among and with older generations, whereas the target language is increasingly spoken to peers and members of younger generations. The details of the process are naturally subject to much variation. The exact social causes of language shift can be complex and heterogeneous, but usually the speakers believe they will improve either their own or their children’s chances of social or economic success by switching to use the target language (Gal 1996). The obsolescence of the outgoing language is not necessarily an aim in itself, but rather an unintended consequence of the speakers’ language choices.

Language shift in a wider network of communities is the cumulative effect of multiple shifts on the local level. The more complicated nature of the process on the large scale does not, however, mean that language shift could not occur relatively quickly in a widespread communication network. In fact, the reverse is often true, because the social factors causing the shift normally affect many local communities at the same time. As an example one can consider Ireland: in most parts of the country the Irish language has fallen from an overwhelmingly dominant position to the brink of extinction over the course of mere 300 years (Hindley 1990). Only in some remote rural areas Irish remains a language of everyday communication.

During shift the outgoing language typically exerts ‘substrate influence’ on the target language. It needs to be appreciated that ‘substrate’ is merely a cover term for various kinds of features that may have been introduced to the target language through very different sociolinguistic pathways during language shift. Influence for example in the fields of phonology and syntax is typically caused by ‘imperfect group learning’ of the target language, which results in the creation of new structural norms that were influenced by the speakers’ native language (cf. Thomason & Kaufman 1988: 87–88). In contrast, loanwords and place-names enter the target language through conscious borrowing, either by members of the shifting group themselves or by native target language speakers who have become members of the shifting community.

While the concept of ‘substrate influence’ is an umbrella term for heterogeneous phenomena, it appears that only certain parts of these phenomena easily lend themselves to inspection via historical linguistic methods. According to
Saarikivi (2004a: 192) there is a methodological reason to focus on the lexical component of substrate – loanwords and place-names – when studying the ethnolinguistic past: while also grammatical and typological features may have substrate origins, this is often difficult to prove, whereas the origins of words or place-names can be identified by the received methods of etymological research. Therefore, the lexicon and the place-name systems of the Saami languages are the components of language in which an unknown substrate could be discerned, if anywhere.

The challenge in studying the influence of unknown languages is that normal methods of loanword research are useless when there are no data on the putative source languages. This creates the risk that borrowing from an unknown substrate becomes an all too easy “explanation” for the origin of any word that proves tough to etymologize. Methods to overcome this problem have been developed in the field of Indo-European studies, however (e.g., Salmons 1992), and adapted to the study of Saami in Aikio (2004). Following the criteria I have earlier applied for the verification of unknown substrate, the following test can be postulated:

- **The quantitative criterion**: is there a large number of lexical items that lack an etymology?
- **The structural criterion**: do potential substrate words show non-native phonological or morphological structures, which are indicative of loan origin?
- **The criterion of irregular correspondence**: do potential substrate words show irregular sound correspondences between dialects or languages, thus indicating parallel borrowing from an outside source?
- **The semantic criterion**: do words of unknown origin cluster in semantic fields typical of substrate vocabulary (e.g., the natural environment and culture-specific concepts)?
- **The onomastic criterion**: is assumed substrate vocabulary paralleled by a corpus of place-names of unknown origin which exhibit the same kinds of non-native structures?

If the answer to each of these research questions is ‘yes’, the presence of an unknown substrate in the lexicon is virtually certain. A negative answer to all questions, on the other hand, implies zero evidence for unknown substrate. Naturally, the result of the test could also remain in the broad gray area between these two extremes, in which case substrate influence can merely be considered a more or less likely hypothesis.

In the case of Saami, however, it is demonstrated in Aikio (2004) that the answer to each question in the test is unambiguously positive. As regards the quantitative criterion, 550 Proto-Saami word-roots are of unknown etymology (Sammallahti 1998: 125), which amounts to more than one third of the entire reconstructed lexicon (Lehtiranta 1989). As there are also many more words with a narrower distribution in Saami languages that likewise lack any explanation of origin, the number of potential substrate words certainly exceeds one thousand.

As noted above, the Great Saami Vowel Shift provides a very useful criterion for establishing the maximum age of many Saami word-roots. The
completion of this chain shift gave rise to a number of new combinations of first
and second syllable vowels which never occur in word-roots with a Pre-Proto-
Saami etymology. Some of these vowel combinations are frequent in vocabu-
lary of unknown origin, suggesting that extensive borrowing from unknown
languages has taken place after the completion of the Great Saami Vowel Shift.
As an example, we can consider North Saami nouns of unclear etymology that
point to the new Proto-Saami vowel combinations *ie–ē, *ie–ō, *ā–ē, and *ā–ō:

*ie–ē: bielbi ‘arrow’, čielkís ‘black guillemot’, čier’ri ‘gravelly ground,
moraine’, dierpmiis ‘thunder god’, fierbmi ‘fishing net’, fiesski ‘winter
grazing ground (of a reindeer herd)’, giegiir ‘windpipe’, giehppi
‘hollow under a reindeer’s lower jaw’, giezzi ‘short river between two
lakes’, jiegis ‘bearded seal’, miessi ‘reindeer or moose calf’, riehppi
‘valley up in the mountains which is difficult to access’, siekkis ‘dew-
claw (on a dog’s foot)’, skier’ri ‘dwarf-birch’, vieksi ‘young common
seal’, vielmmis ‘deep place in a small river’, vielti ‘hillside, mountain
side’

*ie–ō: biedju ‘den, lair’, dieigu ‘radius (bone)’, dielku ‘spot’, jiellu ‘cracked
interior of a tree-trunk’, liehkku ‘upright board on the back of a toboggan’,
liessu ‘den of a fox’, liehmu ~ liehvnu ‘mild weather’

*ā–ē: ādgá ‘grassy terrain along a river’, állat ‘snow bunting’, báksa ‘cast-
tor sack of a beaver’, dábba ‘uppermost marrow-bone in the foreleg’,
gálva ‘dead birch’, hávda ‘eider’, njálła ‘arctic fox’, njárqa ‘cape, land
point, peninsula’, rás’sa ‘high and barren mountain’, sálga ‘net for
small fish’, sálga ‘piece of meat or fish (in soup)’, sássu ‘future bride,
bridegroom or in-law’, sátnja ‘worn-out fishing net’, sákká ‘capelin’

‘wolf bitch’, jáldu ‘cool weather in summer’, lámppu ‘thick sinew-
thread’, lávvu ‘tent’, njáhcü ‘thaw (in winter), ráktu ‘flat stone, stone
slab’, ráš’su ‘cold and heavy rain’, sáttu ‘landing place (for boats)’,
skávdu ‘two-year old harbor seal’, spáhhču ‘bunch of sinew-thread’

In addition to vowel combinations, features of consonantism may also suggest
foreign origin. An obvious sign is the initial consonant cluster found in a few
potential substrate words (cf. skier’ri, spáhhču, and skávdu above). Occasionally,
also Saami languages further west have an initial cluster in cognates of North
Saami words that lack one: e.g., N láhppu ‘thick sinew-thread’ ~ L sláhppo, S
slaahpoe ‘reindeer sinew (for making sinew-thread)’, N liehkku ~ L sliehkkó ‘up-
right board on the back of a toboggan’, N liessu ‘lair of a fox’ ~ S pleasoe ‘den,
lair’. Notably, Qvigstad (1945: 211) already observed that South Saami has many
eytymologically obscure words with initial consonant clusters, and suspected that
these words could be borrowings from the unknown ‘Protolappisch’ substrate
language envisioned by Wiklund.

It is also remarkable that many of the words of unknown origin show ir-
regular sound correspondences between Saami languages. About two dozen
examples are given in Aikio (2004: 24–26), and many more could be cited. It is interesting that sometimes these irregular sound correspondences appear to show a certain degree of systematicity. For example, there are five likely substrate words displaying the irregular correspondence between West Saami *s and East Saami *š:

- **SaaS saahpesh, SaaN sähppasat** (< *säppēs-ēk) ~ SaaK šä*p.rēs ‘small intestine’ (< *säppērēs)
- **SaaS saasne** ‘half-dry, rotten tree’ (< *sāsnē) ~ SaaN suostu ‘rotten tree’ (< *suosnō) ~ SaaSk šōnn ‘dead and dry pine-tree’ (< *šōsnē)
- **SaaS satnje** ‘fishing net’ (< *sēnņē) ~ SaaN sātnja ‘worn-out fishing net’ (< *sānē) ~ SaaSk šaannj ‘rag’ (< *sānē)
- **SaaN siekkis** (< *sieŋkēs) ~ SaaK šīŋke ‘dewclaw (on a dog’s foot)’ (< *šīŋkējē)
- **SaaN suonjar** ‘beam, ray (of light)’ (< *suonēr) ~ SaaK šūn.seō ‘shine through the clouds (of the sun)’ (< *šuonēstē-)

Notably, all these words display also other irregularities in sound correspondence. One can postulate the hypothesis that they were separately borrowed from distinct but related source languages, which had a regular correspondence between an s-type sibilant in the West Saami area and an š-type sibilant in the East Saami area. This hypothesis appears to receive some support from the fact that there are relatively few North Saami words with initial š- that are of unknown origin, but quite many such words in Skolt and Kola Saami (cf. T. I. Itkonen 1958: 541–565).

As the semantics of words of unknown origin are examined, it is immediately clear that a large majority of them belongs to semantic fields in which substrate influence is typical. There are literally hundreds of words of obscure origin which in one way or the other pertain to the natural environment; these include names of birds, fish, and marine mammals; words for topographic features; and words pertaining to snow, ice, and weather conditions (Aikio 2004: 12–14). It is particularly telling that many words refer to features that are typical of the natural environment of Lapland, but rare or nonexistent in more southern Finland and Karelia. Consider the following selected examples:

| **marine animals** | šuorja ‘shark’, morša ‘walrus’, buovvja ‘beluga’ |
| **plants** | skier’ri ‘dwarf-birch’, lageš ‘stunted mountain birch’ |
| **topography** | balsa ‘palsa (frost peat mound)’, rāš’ša ‘high and barren mountain (with no vegetation on top)’, rāktu ‘flat stone, stone slab’, riehppi ‘valley up in the mountains which is difficult to access’ |
| **climate** | cuokca ‘naturally formed bridge of ice and snow’, jassa ‘patch of perpetual snow in the mountains in summer’ |
Words related to reindeer form a particularly interesting semantic field which contains many roots of obscure origin. These include words for describing reindeer according to their age, sex, and appearance; words pertaining to the behaviour of reindeer; and a highly elaborate lexicon for describing reindeer anatomy:

- **luohpet** ‘one-year old reindeer cow which has had a calf’, **ćōavčēs** ‘reindeer cow which has lost its calf’, **vuobirs** ‘three-year old reindeer bull’, **goasohas** ‘five-year old reindeer bull’, **nulpu** ‘reindeer bull which has shed its antlers’, **gabba** ‘completely white reindeer’, **miessi** ‘reindeer calf’, **ćéarpmat** ‘one-year old reindeer’

- **bālgat** ‘move restlessly about (of reindeer during the insect plague)’, **livvut** ‘lie down (of reindeer)’, **njolgi** ‘trot (of reindeer)’, **ćiegar** ‘winter pasture (where the snow has been trampled and dug up by reindeer)’, **suovdnjį** ‘hole dug by reindeer in snow (when looking for lichen)’, **fieski** ‘winter pasture (where reindeer have recently dug up the snow)’

- **ćuossi** ‘skin on the forehead’, **ginal** ‘chin-piece (on a reindeer hide)’, **feavli** ‘leg hole on a hide (when the leg skins have been cut off)’, **njāvvį** ‘long hair on the neck’, **seahkku** ‘long hair on the hoofs’, **nāmmi** ‘skin on the antlers’, **dābbą** ‘upper marrowbone on the foreleg’, **cabbi** ‘lower marrow-bone on the foreleg’, **njiehechas** ‘lower marrow-bone in the hind leg’, **noras** ‘upper marrow-bone in the foreleg’, **alesgahcin** ‘a small backward branching part in an antler’, **ćeaksa** ‘omasum’, **doggi** ‘abomasum’, **njārcā** ‘wall of the abdomen and the diaphragm’, **vuossa** ‘womb’, **giehppi** ‘hollow under the lower jaw’, **ćagar** ‘gristle; penis’, **guoccat** ‘penis’, **ćoamoahas** ‘shoulder (as a meat cut)’, **fāhkkā** ‘calf of the leg (as a meat cut)’, **muošmi** ‘meat between the thigh and ribs’, **urkādeahkki** ‘biceps’, **válkā** ‘fat on the neck’, **gieldagas** ‘achilles tendon (of a reindeer)’, **morči** ‘large vein’, **beadbi** ‘shoulder-blade’, **gātnis** ‘sacrum’

Notably, none of the likely substrate words connected with reindeer contain anything that would seem to testify of reindeer herding. This is quite logical, as in a hunting society only small numbers of tame reindeer would have been used as decoys and for transport. The shift to large-scale reindeer herding occurred among the Scandinavian Saami in the Middle Ages, and during the transition also the terminology of wild reindeer hunting became adapted to the new form of livelihood (Sommerseth 2011). The fact that this terminology has also preserved large numbers of substrate words suggests that Palaeo-Laplandic groups had a profound impact on the practices and culture of wild reindeer hunting among the prehistoric Saami.

The final criterion for verifying the existence of an unknown substrate involves place-names. As shown in Aikio (2004: 17–20), there are extremely many Saami place-names that are of obscure origin. For the most part these place-names belong to major topographic formations, such as rivers, lakes, fjords, and mountains, which suggests they are old. Many such names include phonological features that reveal their foreign origin, such as secondary vowel combinations and initial consonant clusters. This indicates that the place-names have their
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origin in the same substrate languages that have also extensively contributed to the lexicon of Saami.

Interestingly, one also finds some recurring elements in substrate place-names which seem to be connected with particular topographic features. The most evident case are North Saami mountain names which combine an etymologically obscure initial element with an ending -ir (≪*-ērē): e.g., Čuosmmir, Gealbir, Hoalgit, Jeahkir, Nuhppir, Nussir, Ruohitr, Šuošmir, Vāhčir. It seems highly likely that the element *-ērē reflects a substrate language lexeme meaning ‘mountain’. There are also a few other recurrent name components which probably have a substrate origin, at least *skiečč- ‘watershed’, *čār- ‘uppermost lake’, *jeak(k)- ‘isolated mountain’ (cf. Jeahkir above), *nus- ‘mountain top on the edge of a mountain area’ (cf. Nussir above), *sāl- ‘large island in the sea’, *čiest- ‘seashore cliff’, and *inč- ‘outermost island’. (Aikio 2004: 21–25.)

The Palaeo-Laplandic substrate in the Saami lexicon and place-names also provides us with a straightforward method of dating the language shift. The fact that unetymological vowel combinations are found in numerous substrate words shows that they have been adopted after the Great Saami Vowel Shift. Even more importantly, substrate words also include initial consonant clusters in the West Saami area, quite like Proto-Scandinavian loans. Occasionally, one also finds the phoneme /f/ in likely substrate items (e.g. North Saami uffir ‘rocky seashore’, láfol ‘Eurasian Dotterel’, skuolfi ‘owl’). This shows that the adoption of substrate vocabulary must still have continued after the break-up of Proto-Saami and at the time of the emergence of Northwest and Southwest Saami proto-dialects in Scandinavia. The same is, of course, implied by substrate place-names as well as by the fact that numerous substrate words show very restricted distributions in the Saami languages, and cannot thus be reconstructed to Proto-Saami.

Thus, we arrive at the surprising conclusion that substrate influence of Palaeo-Laplandic languages was contemporaneous with the adoption of Proto-Scandinavian loanwords. As the Proto-Scandinavian contacts in Scandinavia must be equated with the Early Runic era ca. 200–700 AD, we thus have an absolute dating also for the spread of Saami languages to Lapland and for the disappearance of the unknown Palaeo-Laplandic languages. All evidence indicates that it has taken place only after the beginning of our era, likely about 1500 years ago.

We still need to deal with one argument that is at odds with the interpretation suggested above. Sammallahti (2001; 2011) has also presented linguistic evidence in support of his view that Pre-Proto-Saami was spoken in Lapland in the Late Stone Age more than 5000 years ago. This evidence involves the Northwest Indo-European loans present in Saami languages (cf. section 3 above). Sammallahti’s argument is based on a statistical comparison of the distributions that Proto-Uralic words and loans of varying age show within Saami languages. His method is to examine how widely each word in a given lexical stratum is attested in Saami, and then calculate a ‘distributional index’ for each stratum, which indicates the average spread of words from a particular source.
His figures indicate that the very old Northwest Indo-European loans confined to Saami have a clearly lower distributional index (4.7) than either Proto-Uralic words or loans from Indo-European sources that are shared with other Uralic languages (which have distributional indexes between 7 and 8.8). As an explanation he suggests that the Northwest Indo-European loans were acquired after the Saami languages spread to their present areas in the North (Sammallahti 2001; 2011: 212).

Difficulties in this interpretation have, however, been identified by Häkkinen (2010a: 29). The problem is that we are dealing with a statistical argument based on a very small set of data (19 loan etymologies), and as such it is highly sensitive to minor errors and random variation in the data. Now it appears that two etymologies in the data must be abandoned altogether, whereas in six other cases the distribution turns out to be wider than reported by Sammallahti. Once these corrections to the data are made, a recalculation changes the average distributional index of independent old Indo-European loans from 4.7 to 6.3, and the difference of this figure to the slightly higher distributional indexes of other strata is not statistically significant. Moreover, even if some of these lexical isoglosses could be shown to be very ancient, this would not yet prove that they were formed in their present locations instead of having been relocated there through linguistic expansion. For example, archaic western-eastern lexical isoglosses in North Finnic (e.g., ovi vs. uksi ‘door’, vihta vs. vasta ‘bath whisk’, nisu vs. vehnä ‘wheat’, viruttaa vs. huuhtoa ‘rinse’) now materialize in northern dialects of Finnish and Karelian where they were carried along with the North Finnic expansion. Therefore, Northwest Indo-European loans seem to provide evidence neither for nor against the early presence of Pre-Proto-Saami in the North, and they do not oppose the dating of the language shift from Palaeo-European to Saami in Lapland proposed here.

6. The Saami substrate in North Finnic

As the chronology of the Saami languages in Lapland is now established, we can turn our attention to the more southerly areas where the origins of the Saami language branch must be sought. It is well-known that still in the Middle Ages vast parts of the Lakeland of inland Finland and Karelia were not yet settled by North Finnic tribes, and that Saami people known as ‘Lapps’ in historical sources inhabited these lands. The former wide spread of Saami habitation in Finland was already recognized in the earliest studies on the history of the Saami. Schefferus (1673) argued that the Saami had earlier lived in southern Finland but they had been driven out of these territories by the Finns before the introduction of Christianity. His evidence mainly involved fragments of Finnish and Saami oral tradition. Later historical research also revealed ample documentation of ‘Lapps’ living in the South of Finland (T. I. Itkonen 1948 I: 92–97).

It must be said that even though the Saami past of Finland was already recognized by early scholars such as Schefferus, the treatment of the topic by
later research has often been haphazard and biassed. Three kinds of problematic approaches to the treatment of the historical ‘Lapps’ have been characteristic of historiography of Finland: 1) ignoring ‘Lapps’ by leaving them unmentioned; 2) denying that the ‘Lapps’ were Saami; and 3) denying that the ‘Lapps’ had historical significance. Such problems of research history have been recently examined by Lehtola (2008).

It is, of course, no coincidence that these perspectives originally developed in the context of 19th century Finnish nationalism which created a need to legitimize the claim to territories that had been colonized by the Finns. Nevertheless, it is strange that the view never really became subject to thorough critical reevaluation but instead slowly evolved into a form of pathological denial in the mainstream of historiography of Finland. While it is beyond the scope of this essay to examine why this has happened, it must be emphasized that the history of what is now Finland is in large part the history of the Saami, and that the general disregard of this fact is not based on rational arguments but on an ideological perception of the Saami as ‘people without history’ (cf. Wolf 1982). While probably no modern historian would consciously subscribe to such a way of thinking on the theoretical level, its legacy is still very much visible on the practical level of historiography.

There is, of course, reason to ask to what extent modern ethnic labels such as ‘Saami’ can be used in reference to historical and prehistoric populations. Huurre (1979: 151–154) has criticized the view according to which the historical ‘Lapps’ of the Finnish Lakeland really were an ethnic group or had any connection with the Saami of Lapland. While these questions are in themselves legitimate, the discussion surrounding them has been confusing, as both Huurre and his followers on this issue have generally tended to ignore all linguistic evidence regarding the language of the ‘Lapps’ (see Lehtola 2008). It ought to be clear, however, that the question of the ethnicity of the historical ‘Lapps’ cannot be reasonably approached without taking into account what languages they spoke.

Scholars such as Wiklund (1911–1912) and T. I. Itkonen (1948 I: 99–107) have demonstrated through onomastic studies that in large parts of southern Finland substrate place-names deriving from extinct Saami languages are found. Modern research based on more critical methods and more comprehensive materials has both verified this conclusion and established many new etymologies (Saarikivi 2004b; Aikio 2007c). More recently also many examples of loanwords deriving from these lost Saami languages have been identified in Finnish and Karelian dialects (e.g. O. Korhonen 1979; Koponen 1996; Aikio 2009). Thus, the southern ‘Lapps’ mentioned in historical sources have undoubtedly been Saami at least in the sense that they have spoken Saami languages. To have a convenient term, these extinct and unknown languages can be called Lakeland Saami, in contrast to the surviving Lapland Saami languages.

While the existence of place-names of Saami origin in southern Finland has been known for more than a century, there exists no modern comprehensive analysis of the Saami elements in the Finnish nomenclature. The earlier studies by Wiklund and T. I. Itkonen are seriously outdated, and while methodological
questions and the distribution of some widespread loan name types have been recently studied (Saarikivi 2004b; Aikio 2007c), the potential of this line of study has been scarcely realized so far. This is evident from the fact that even names of Finnish cities such as Tampere (Rahkonen 2011b; Heikkilä 2012) and Ilomantsi (Aikio 2003) have recently turned out to have straightforward Saami etymologies.

In the absence of a comprehensive study on the topic we may still estimate the spread of Lakeland Saami languages in Finland by examining the distribution of certain widespread substrate place-name types. The most plausible etymologies involve cases where a borrowed place-name component refers to some easily verifiable quality of the designated geographic object. Some Saami words of this type are quite widely attested in the place-names of central and southern Finland, such as PSaa *jeaŋkē ‘bog’, *vuocčō ‘wet bog’, *vuonē ‘long and narrow bay’, *kukkē(-s) ‘long’, and *ëlē- ‘upper’. An examination of the distribution of such names reveals how Lakeland Saami must have been spoken throughout southern Finland with the possible exception of some coastal areas (Saarikivi 2004b; Aikio 2007b). Naturally, also dozens of other Saami substrate elements can be identified in the place-names of the area.

Loanwords and place-names are our only source of information on Lakeland Saami. As such they reveal very little of the concrete features of these languages. We will never even known how many distinct Lakeland Saami languages there were, even though due to the size of the area there must have been several. However, we can still verify that Lakeland Saami had completed the same important Proto-Saami linguistic innovations as Lapland Saami further north. The forms of borrowed place-names testify of the effects of the Great Saami Vowel Shift. For example, the vowel development *a > *ō > *uo can be seen in the lake names Lumperoinen and Lummene which derive from Proto-Saami *luompël ‘lake along a river’ (T. Itkonen 1993); the word goes back Pre-Proto-Saami *lampel and is cognate with Finnish lampi ‘pond, small lake’. This is corroborated by Saami loanwords in southern Finnish dialects that show the same development, such as julku ‘long pole, rod’ (< Proto-Saami *čuolkōj < Proto-Uralic *śalkaw), nuoska ‘thaw’ (< Proto-Saami *ńuockē ‘wet’ < Proto-Uralic *ńački), and puoto ‘dam’ (< Proto-Saami *puodō ‘dam’ < Proto-Uralic *pado) (Aikio 2009).

Also morphological idiosyncracies of Saami languages can be to some extent traced in the material. Lake names of the type Kukasjärvi, Kukkasjärvi, and Kuuksjärvi (< Proto-Saami *kukkē-s ‘long’) show that also Lakeland Saami had attribute adjectives with the suffix *-s. Separate attribute forms of adjectives are a typological rarity, and the origin of the Saami attribute form suffix *-s is unclear. Also, Saami superlative suffixes can be indentified in place-names: the lake names Elimsjärvi (< Proto-Saami *ëlē-mus ‘uppermost’) and Ilomantsinjärvi (< Proto-Saami *ëlē-māńčē ‘uppermost’) reflect two different Saami superlative formations of the spatial noun root *ëlē- ‘up, high’ (Aikio 2003).

Thus, phonological and morphological criteria verify that the Lakeland Saami languages spoken by historical ‘Lapps’ were truly Saami, in the sense
that they go back to the same Proto-Saami language as the Saami languages in Lapland. M. Korhonen (1979) has proposed that Lakeland Saami languages derived from a distinct ‘Southern Proto-Saami’ language which had already earlier differentiated from ‘Northern Proto-Saami’, the ancestor of Lapland Saami languages. However, this conclusion is based on scarce evidence and speculative arguments which have been refuted by Sammallahti (1984: 147–148).

An interesting feature of the substrate place-names deriving from Lakeland Saami is that they attest many distinctively Saami words that are of unknown origin. The following place-name elements serve as examples (most of these etymologies are discussed in Aikio 2007c):

- **Jokuu-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{čuokōs} ‘track, way’ (SaaSk čuāggas)}\)
- **Juolu-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{čuolō ‘fence’ (SaaSk čuāll)}\)
- **Kaavi-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{kāvē ‘bend; small bay’ (SaaN gāvva)}\)
- **Kiesimä-, Kiesimen-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{keas-mē ‘pulling, dragging’ (SaaN geassinn)}\)
- **Kinis-, Kenes-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{kēniš ‘gnome’ (SaaN ganeš)}\)
- **Kotko-, Kotkuu-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{kuotkō ‘narrow cape, isthmus’ (SaaN guotkku)}\)
- **Kālkä-, Kelk-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{kēdākē ‘stone, rock’ (SaaN geaðgi)}\)
- **Kōngān-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{kēvē ‘big rapids’ (SaaN geaðmi)}\)
- **Lieksa** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{leakšā ‘boggy area’ (SaaN leakšā)}\)
- **Liva-, Livo-, Livu-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{livē ‘rest (of reindeer)’ (SaaN livva-)}\)
- **Läänä** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{lānā ‘young birch; thicket’ (SaaN lātnjā)}\)
- **Moit-, Moitan-, Moijan-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{muojē ‘hunt of wild reindeer in the winter’ (SaaI myejđi)}\)
- **Naakkima-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{nākē-mē ‘sneaking, stalking’ (SaaN njāhkan)}\)
- **Paahta-, Pahdinki, Päht-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{pāktē ‘cliff, rock’ (SaaN bākti)}\)
- **Pouni-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{povnē ‘tussock’ (SaaN bovdna)}\)
- **Rappaat-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{rāppēs ‘rough, rocky terrain’ (SaaN rāhpes-)}\)
- **Sapsa-, Sapsso-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{sāpšē ‘whitefish’ (SaaI šapšā)}\)
- **Siita-, Siitin-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{sījē ‘winter village’ (SaaN siida)}\)
- **Suono-, Suoni-, Suonen-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{suonō ‘wet bog’ (SaaN suotnju)}\)
- **Tolva-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{toalvē ‘trot (of reindeer)’ (SaaN doalvi)}\)
- **Vermas-, Vermi-, Virma-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{viermē ‘fishing net’ (SaaN fierbmē)}\)
- **Visu-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{vēšē ‘thicket’ (SaaSk vāāšś)}\)
- **Vuonamo-, Vuonos-, Vuonis-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{vuonē ‘long and narrow bay; fjord’ (SaaN vuotna)}\)
- **Vuonteen-** \(<\text{PSaa}^*\text{vuontēs ‘sand’ (SaaI vuodās)}\)

Also several of the Saami loanwords in the Finnish dialects were adopted from Saami words of unknown origin, such as the following (a detailed discussion of these etymologies is presented in Aikio 2009):
The Saami substrate in the Finnish dialects thus reveals that also Lakeland Saami languages had a large number of vocabulary items of obscure origin. Most likely many of these words were substrate in Lakeland Saami, too, and ultimately derive from languages spoken in the region before Saami. In some cases the loan origin of these words is obvious due to their secondary Proto-Saami vowel combinations such as *ā–ë in *kāvë ‘bend; small bay’ and *šāpšë ‘whitefish’. This substrate can be called ‘Palaeo-Lakelandic’, in contrast to the ‘Palaeo-Laplandic’ substrate that is prominent in the lexicon of Lapland Saami. As the Lakeland Saami languages became extinct and only fragments of their lexicon can be reconstructed via elements preserved in Finnish place-names and dialectal vocabulary, we are not in a position to actually study the features of this Palaeo-Lakelandic substrate. Its existence, however, appears evident from the material above.

While the former distribution of Lakeland Saami in Finland seems rather clear, it is much more difficult to determine its eastern boundaries. It appears, however, that Saami substrate place-names are attested throughout White Karelia (Kuzmin 2010) and also in the Veps territory in the Svir River basin (Mullonen 2002). Certainly they also occur in Olonets Karelia, which is left between these two areas, even though the issue has not been studied in much detail. It is particularly interesting that the Northeast Finnic name of Lake Onega (Olonetsian Iänizjärvi, Veps Änine) seems to reflect Proto-Saami *eanē- ‘big’, which would appear to imply that the lake was outside the area the speakers of Proto-Finnic were originally acquainted with. Whether Saami languages had spread even east of Lake Onega remains less clear. Matveev (2001) has claimed that Saami substrate place-names are found in a very wide area in northern Russia, but the weak methodology he applies for distinguishing Saami from other Finno-Ugric place-names leaves serious doubts about the validity of his conclusions (Saarikivi 2002). Still, there are some possibly Saami place-name elements that are attested in several names in the Arkhangelsk region and in the area surrounding Lake Beloe, for example Šid- ~ Šit- (? < PSaa *sijtē ‘winter village’), Šub- (? < PSaa *supē ‘aspen’) and Njuhč- (? < PSaa *ńukčē ‘swan’). On the whole, however, this material seems to be scarce and open to alternative interpretations (Saarikivi 2004b).
Whatever the exact prehistoric eastern boundary of Saami languages may be, it is still clear that in the early Middle Ages prior to the northward expansion of North Finnic tribes these languages were spread over a region covering nearly all of Finland, Karelia, and Lapland. This is an enormous territory with an area close to one million square kilometers. Nevertheless, the degree of linguistic divergence within this area was not very deep. As was shown in section 4 above, the first dialect boundaries within Lapland Saami seem to have emerged during the Proto-Scandinavian period 200–700 AD. While Lakeland Saami languages may have shown a somewhat deeper divergence from their sister languages in Lapland, the substrate place-names adopted from them show that they, too, had participated in major Proto-Saami innovations such as the Great Saami Vowel Shift.

All this suggests that the Medieval Saami territory was a result of a large-scale linguistic expansion from a geographically limited core area somewhere in southern Finland or Karelia. The more exact location of this core area remains unclear. Häkkinen (2010b) argues that it would have been located even further from Lapland – south of Lakes Ladoga and Onega, between the Karelian Isthmus in the west and Lake Beloe in the east. His arguments on this point are, however, rather impressionistic and the idea is only partly congruent with onomastic evidence. While there are Saami substrate place-names in the Svir River basin and possibly even in the Lake Beloe region, no reliable examples are known south of Lake Ladoga or even the Karelian Isthmus. They do, however, occur immediately north of the isthmus. In the archipelago of northwestern Ladoga, for example, there is a large island of oblong shape with the name *Kuhkaa, which certainly reflects PSaa *kukkē-s ‘long’. Incidentally, this name also shows that the Lakeland Saami language in the region had developed preaspiration of geminate stops (*kk > *hk) like most Lapland Saami languages, too.

The exact dating of the expansion of Proto-Saami is likewise difficult, but some definite temporal limits can be established. As argued by Bergsland (1996) and Heikkilä (2011), the terminus ante quem for the spread of Saami to central Scandinavia is 500–600 AD. On the other hand, the Great Saami Vowel Shift seems to have occurred sometime in the Early Iron Age, to judge from the fact that the word ruovdi ‘iron’ has participated in it. This word goes back to Pre-Proto-Saami *ravta (cf. Fi rauta ‘iron’) and was adopted from Proto-Germanic *raudan (> ON rauði ‘bog iron ore’). On the basis of detailed analysis of loanword evidence, Heikkilä (2011: 74) has dated the Pre-Proto-Saami change *a > *ō (> *uo) to the last centuries BC. If this is correct, we have a time frame of roughly 800 years during which the expansion and consequent dialectal disintegration of Proto-Saami must have taken place.

Not all will probably accept this reasoning. Many scholars of Uralic prehistory have maintained that proto-languages could have been spoken over vast areas for centuries or even millennia before their disintegration, and I have also myself initially subscribed to this view (Aikio 2000). Such an idea defies common sense, however. Proto-languages have also been natural languages spoken in natural speech communities, and we obviously need no particular proof for the claim that a network of Iron Age hunter-gatherers spread over an area of one
million square kilometers could not have formed a single speech community. The idea that a single language could have been spoken from southern Finland to the Arctic Coast of Norway and from central Scandinavia to Lake Onega is simply not realistic. At the largest, the geographic extent of hunter-gatherer languages has been about a third of this, as in the case of the Chipewyan who inhabited an area roughly the size of Finland in the Canadian Arctic. It is worth bearing in mind, however, that the traditional territories occupied by most North American native groups were considerably smaller. Moreover, the historical Saami territory is for the most part not arctic but subarctic boreal forest fragmented by innumerable lakes, rivers, and marshlands; in such areas speech communities tend to be more densely spread. Hence, the diversification of Proto-Saami to a large number of local Saami languages must be interpreted as a consequence of a linguistic expansion, which spread the language to this huge region over which a coherent communication network could no longer be maintained.

The historical Saami area was probably more diverse in terms of culture and livelihoods than in terms of language. Finnish oral tradition gathered mainly in the 19th century provides a rich source of information for the reconstruction of Lakeland Saami culture. The Lakeland Saami can mostly be characterized as hunter-gatherers whose primary means of subsistence were fishing and hunting, especially of wild reindeer; thus, they seem to have resembled the recently vanished Forest Saami cultures in the woodlands of Lapland (cf. Tegengren 1952). Interestingly, however, in parts of southern Finland, such as in Tavastia, there is also evidence of slash-and-burn agriculture as a subsidiary livelihood of the Saami (Salo 2000); as the Lapland Saami have not practiced agriculture, such historical data have usually not attracted the attention they deserve. Yet different types of subsistence patterns have probably occurred among the Saami on the coasts of the Gulf of Bothnia, where archaeological material reveals the major significance of sealing (Broadbent 2010). It is worth noting that the northern half of the Gulf of Bothnia seems to have been a Saami sea before the expansion of the Finns and to a lesser extent the Scandinavians along the Bothnian coasts in the Viking Age.

This brings us to questions of prehistoric ethnicity. As there appear to have been major differences in subsistence patterns and culture between the various historical Saami groups, we can hardly assume these groups to have shared a common ethnic identity either. It seems unlikely, for example, that Early Medieval hunters and fur traders of the Scandinavian Mountains would have felt they had very much in common with slash-and-burn farmers in the woods of Tavastia, even if they spoke closely related languages. Even during recent history the North Saami and the Skolt Saami, for example, do not seem to have considered themselves members of the same ethnic group; the emergence of a common ‘pan-Saami’ identity is, of course, a rather new development connected with the emancipation of indigenous peoples. Hence, in the Iron Age and the Middle Ages the ‘Saami’, as a linguistic group, have formed a heterogeneous network of communities that greatly differed from each other in terms of subsistence strategy, culture, and likely also ethnic identification. Interestingly, though, these
groups shared the same endonym that was inherited from Proto-Saami *sāmē ‘Saami’; this is remarkable in itself, as ethnonyms tend to be historically unstable and only very rarely can be reconstructed to proto-languages of any time depth. Nevertheless, it does not imply that all groups calling themselves *sāmē would have had a common ethnic identity.

Considering this, it actually makes some sense that Huurre (1979: 151–154) has questioned whether the historical ‘Lapps’ in the Finnish Lakeland can be connected with Lapland Saami. If we approach the question from the perspective of culture and ethnic identity this is indeed far from clear. What is clear, however, is that the ‘Lapps’ were not ethnic Finns who had chosen a hunter-gatherer subsistence pattern, even though this possibility is raised by Huurre. One simply cannot ignore the pervasive expression of otherness that surrounds the ‘Lapps’ in Finnish oral tradition: the Lapps are consistently described as a strange group with a different way of life, and they are also mentioned to speak a distinct ‘Lapp’ language. Also the folk-etymological interpretation that opaque place-names are remnants of this language is commonly attested. Occasionally ‘Lapps’ are even portrayed as dangerous, especially due to their alleged powers in magic.

It is also problematic that neither Huurre nor others who have cast doubt on the ‘Saaminess’ of historical Lapps have defined what exactly they mean by ‘Saami’ in a historical context. While we can speculate on the ethnicity of past populations, it is still clear that these historical Saami societies formed a single linguistic network which was clearly delimited to societies belonging to other, linguistically radically different networks – the Scandinavians and the North Finnic tribes. As scholars we need a label for the societies belonging to this network, and it is difficult to see what else this label could be than ‘Saami’.

However heterogeneous the network of early Saami societies may have been, its fate was to shrink dramatically due to the expansion of North Finnic tribes to what is now Finland and Karelia. The penetration of Finns into Saami territory seems to have begun already in the Roman Iron Age. Salo (2000) has thoroughly analyzed the settlement history of southwestern Finland on the basis of evidence from archaeology, history, oral tradition, and onomastics, and has come to the conclusion that an early Finnic-speaking settlement on the coast of Finland Proper and Satakunta started to expand inland along the Kokemäenjoki River in 300–600 AD. In its early stages, however, this expansion only came to cover the core areas of Tavastia, thus forming the prerequisite for the later deep dialectal divergence between Southwestern and Tavastian dialects of Finnish. The southwestern coast and prehistoric Tavastia were separated by a stretch of wooded hinterland that remained sparsely populated for centuries. Against this context we can also understand why Häme, the Finnish name of Tavastia, and the corresponding tribal name hämäläinen are etymologically identical with the Saami endonym *sāmē. Salo presents the plausible hypothesis that also the Finnish names originally referred to the Saami, but their denotation was transferred to the Finnish Tavastians during the Finnicization of the area.
Here we can make a brief transgression to the prehistory of the Finns. Unlike Tavastia, the Finnic settlement on the southwestern coast is considered age-old by Salo (2000), going back to the Stone Age. Numerous other scholars have also advocated a Finnic linguistic continuity in southwestern Finland since the Bronze Age or the Stone Age, and this view is the cornerstone of the so-called ‘continuity theory’ of Finnish origins that was especially popular in the 1980s and 1990s (see Aikio & Aikio 2001 for discussion). The idea is, however, puzzling because it appears quite clear that Finnic languages were widely spread south of the Gulf of Finland in the Middle Iron Age when the Finnic-speaking area in southwestern Finland was still a small and isolated outlier bordered by the Baltic Sea on one side and the Lakeland inhabited by Saami speakers on the other. To overcome this problem it has been repeatedly suggested that the sea ‘connected’ or ‘united’ southwestern Finland with the Finnic core area further south (e.g., Sammallahti 1984: 142; Carpelan & Parpola 2001: 91–92; Häkkinen 2011b: 58). It is, however, difficult to understand how the Gulf of Finland could have served as a linguistically unifying factor in prehistoric times as it has been the opposite in historical times, despite the constant progress in seafaring technology. In general, it ought to be self-evident that major geographic obstacles such as gulfs promote linguistic divergence and not convergence. Notably, this conclusion is now also endorsed by Parpola (this volume).

On the other hand, Kallio (2006: 18–19) suggests that the Proto-Finnic speaking area could have surrounded the entire Gulf of Finland, which would eliminate the geographic discontinuity. Here he, like also Carpelan and Parpola (2001: 91–92), makes reference to T. Itkonen’s (1984) model of Proto-Finnic dialects around the Gulf. However, this theory is difficult to combine with the relatively recent origin of the Finnish settlement in the Nyland region. This is evident in the region’s dialectology, which features a combination of Southwestern and Tavastian strata and in the eastern part also Karelian influence (T. Itkonen 1992). There is some historical evidence of earlier Saami inhabitants of Nyland (Voionmaa 1943), and on the borders of western Nyland and Finland Proper, clear cases of Saami substrate place-names also are found. Examples include the hill Elimäki in Vihti (< PSaa *ëlē ‘high’), the lake Elimoträsket in Pohja (< PSaa *ëlēmus ‘uppermost’), the hill Sitoinmäki in Nummi and the rock Siitinvaha in Kisko (< PSaa *siejtē ‘rock idol’), and the river Moitanoja in Kuusjoki (< PSaa *muojdē ‘hunt of wild reindeer in winter’) (Aikio 2007c: 191). Probably in Nyland there was Saami settlement on the coast of the Gulf of Finland, which was only later displaced by Finns expanding from Tavastia and Finland Proper, and also Swedes settling along the coast.

Despite the early expansion of the Finns into Tavastia, it was not until the Early Middle Ages that the expanding Finnish and Karelian settlement started to exert wide pressure on the Lakeland Saami habitation throughout southern Finland. In Finnish historiography it is common in this connection to speak of ‘the formation of settlement’ (Finn. “asutuksen synty”), which entails the misleading connotation that Finland was terra nullius before the arrival of the Finns. While
there seems to have been a remarkable reluctance among scholars to admit that the Saami had already settled the area and did not just wander around aimlessly, the reality is of course that these lands were appropriated from the Lakeland Saami. The primarily hunter-gatherer Saami were outnumbered, and their fate was to become assimilated to the expanding Finno-Karelian population (cf. Julku 1992), although in some places they likely were driven out of their former lands or even perished in violent conflicts. In parts of Savo, Kainuu, and Ostrobothnia, the Finno-Karelian expansion continued until the Early Modern Age, and in Lapland to the present day.

As a result, Lakeland Saami languages became extinct and only traces of them can be detected in place-names and loanwords in their former speaking areas. What was preserved of the once very wide Saami territory was its northwestern periphery, where Saami languages survived – although barely – in their strongly transformed Laplandic form. The history of Saami languages is not unlike that of the Celtic languages, which initially expanded to a very wide area in continental Europe, but survived until modern times only in the peripheries – in Brittany and on the British Isles. As the eventual fall of Lakeland Saami and the marginalization of Lapland Saami are largely known history, we need not go into further details of this story here.

7. On the correlation of linguistic and archaeological findings

The prehistoric linguistic processes examined above raise the question whether some of the reconstructed sociolinguistic events could be correlated with the archaeological record. Of course, the pursuit of such a synthesis of Saami ethnolinguistic prehistory is a much more hypothetical undertaking than the linguistic analyses presented in the previous sections, as there is little agreement on methodological questions and theoretical foundations of linguistic-archaeological correlations. Thus, it is necessary to leave the specific details of Saami prehistory aside for a moment and to briefly examine some general questions regarding the possibilities and limits of such an approach.

During recent decades the possibilities of making linguistic and ethnic interpretations of archaeological results has received much attention in studies on Uralic prehistory. Even though there is a large body of publications on these topics, it must be said that the theoretical apparatus on which much of this research is based involves some notable problems. A thorough discussion on the methodological difficulties in the field is provided by Saarikivi and Lavento (2012), who conclude that the traditional approaches to the correlation of archaeological and linguistic results are based on many ambiguous assumptions. Indeed, it is possible to discern several erroneous theoretical premises that seem to be prevalent in Uralic ethnohistorical research. The reason why the fallacy of these premises has often remained unidentified is that the premises themselves are rarely even
explicitly stated, let alone critically discussed. One can draw attention to four types of dubious assumptions, which often seem to lie behind theories of Saami ethnic history.

1) **The nonuniformitarian fallacy**: prehistoric conditions are postulated, which seem to differ in some principal way from those attested in historical times.

2) **The anachronistic fallacy**: evidence deriving from a particular prehistoric period is used for drawing conclusions regarding another period.

3) **The category mistake fallacy**: incompatible concepts deriving from different disciplines are compared against each other.

4) **The ad ignorantiam fallacy**: the fragmentary nature of the evidence of prehistory is not properly taken into account.

Each of these fallacies in the theoretical apparatus can be illustrated with some examples. Regarding the nonuniformitarian fallacy, by far the most widespread argument of this type is the frequent postulation of very large “homelands” or speaking-areas of proto-languages, which was already touched upon in the previous section. One example is the popular idea that Proto-Uralic would have been spoken throughout the vast area defined by the spread of Comb Ware in Northeastern Europe since 4200 BC (e.g., Carpelan & Parpola 2001: 82; note that Parpola (this volume) has changed his view on the issue). The problem is that there is nothing in the historical or ethnographic record that would serve as a parallel to the existence of prehistoric hunter-gatherer speech communities of such size. Instead, cultural areas with a low degree of social organization are typically characterized by great linguistic diversity, and hence one can assume that a large number of distinct languages have been spoken in Northeastern Europe at any given time in prehistory.

Apparently, hypotheses of vast “homelands” are in part motivated by the second type of fallacious argument, namely anachronistic correlations between archaeological and linguistic results. The historical record shows that language spread and language divergence are either simultaneous phenomena or, in the case of a rapid geographical relocation or spread of a speech community, the latter at least very quickly follows the former. As an example of rapid relocation, the Comanche emerged as a distinct group when they broke off from Shoshoni tribes in present-day Wyoming and moved south, acquiring horses and adopting a Plains type of culture in the late 17th century (Hämäläinen 2008). Today Shoshoni and Comanche are distinct languages (Charney 1993: 2), even though still partially mutually intelligible (McLaughlin 2000). A rapid spread occurred in the case of the Cree languages, which are now spoken in Canada along a dialect continuum over 4000 kilometres wide. This wide territory arose as a result of an expansion since the 18th century, which was triggered by the Cree becoming incorporated into the fur trade institution and thus acquiring firearms and advanced trapping technology from Europeans (Ray 1996: 278–280). As a result, Cree has developed into a diverse dialect continuum with considerable (but not full) mutual intelligibility between its varieties (Wolfart 1997: 390).
Thus, if archaeological and linguistic results are to be meaningfully combined, reconstructed periods of linguistic divergence ought to be paired with archaeological phenomena that either were simultaneous with or immediately preceded the divergence. It is meaningless, however, to compare archaeological waves of influence with patterns of language divergence that must have taken place thousands of years later. For essentially this reason, the association between Comb Ware and Proto-Uralic has been recently rejected by Kallio (2006).

As another example of such anachronistic comparisons one can mention how the various ancestral forms of Saami are linked to different archaeological horizons by Carpelan (2003; 2006). In his view, the differentiation of the Finnic and Saami language branches began by the introduction of the Battle Axe culture to southwestern Finland in 3200 BC, as the emerging Saami community was left outside its sphere of influence. The later spread of Lovozero Ware in Lapland in the beginning of the Bronze Age (1900– BC), then, would indicate that small communities speaking ‘an early Proto-Saami language’ moved to Lapland, mixing with the original population, and ‘a fully Proto-Saami cultural expression’ would eventually have been created by the emergence of Kjelmøy Ware in the archaeological record in the beginning of the Iron Age (700– BC) (Carpelan 2006: 87). While the connection of Kjelmøy Ware to Saami might just be within the limits of possibility, the dating of the differentiation of Finnic and Saami to the Stone Age and postulation of Saami-speaking groups in the Early Bronze Age completely contradicts the linguistic chronology of Saami established by comparative linguistic methods. We shall return to the question of Kjelmøy Ware below.

There is, however, yet a deeper problem involved in most of the linguistic–archaeological comparisons made in the field of Uralic prehistory. It is rather obvious that ideas of vast prehistoric speech communities have also been inspired by the premise that there is some sort of direct correlation between archaeological horizons, cultures, languages, and ethnic groups. As archaeologically definable ceramic types are often distributed over wide areas, this has given an impetus to see these ceramic types as ethnic emblems of some widely spread language community. This hypothesis is heavily criticized by Saarikivi and Lavento (2012), and it is indeed easy to see the category mistake involved. As an archaeologically defined area (i.e. an ‘archaeological culture’), a culture, a language, and an ethnic group are simply not the same kind of entity, there is no reason to assume that they should correspond to each other in some simple manner. However, as this idea has nevertheless been so prevalent in the field of Uralic prehistory, it is necessary to scrutinize it in more detail.

First, it must be noted that this premise has usually been merely implicit in studies on Uralic ethnic history: while it is assumed that archaeological, linguistic, and ethnic boundaries match, rarely if ever this theoretical assumption is explicitly mentioned. This is evident, for instance, in Carpelan (2006) where the concepts of archaeological, linguistic, and ethnic boundaries are used almost interchangeably. In another paper, Carpelan justifies this kind of approach as follows:
“It has been a matter of dispute whether a human group represented by an archaeological culture has spoken a single language. One easily asks why should an archaeological entirety defined by a typology of artefacts represent linguistic unity. However, it would be more consistent to ask why people carrying a culture defined by the same factor of identity, who have lived in constant contact with each other, would not have spoken the same language? While one can take as a starting point a situation in which the carriers of the same archaeological culture have a common form of speech, it is possible that within the boundaries of an archaeological culture also bilingualism has existed, at least temporarily. Especially a population movement may have had the effect that a local community or a part of it would have acquired an archaeological cultural image represented by the immigrated population. One also has to take into account the possibility that the speakers of one language had differentiated to become carriers of separate archaeological cultures.” (Carpelan 2008: 316; translated from Finnish.)

It is noteworthy that while Carpelan considers bilingualism within one archaeological culture a valid possibility, this is still viewed as an exceptional circumstance, and normally a group of people sharing some important features of material culture should share one language. The validity of this assertion can easily be tested by examining whether historically known multilingual areas also show corresponding cultural diversity.

To cite a simple example involving just two languages, one can consider the case of Takia and Waskia spoken on Karkar Island off the northeastern coast of Papua. These languages are not genetically related: Takia is Austronesian and Waskia belongs to the Papuan Madang family. Even so, Takia and Waskia cultures have been described as practically identical; according to McSwain (1977: 3), the Takia and the Waskia “represent a single fairly homogeneous socio-cultural system.” Notably, though, there has been structural convergence of the languages to the extent that the originally Austronesian grammar of Takia has become radically remodeled on the basis of Waskia (Ross 2001).

There are numerous similar examples from all over the world of a highly similar culture being shared by speakers of distinct and even unrelated languages. For instance, among the Puebloan Indian peoples of the American Southwest, in an area a few hundred kilometers across, languages belonging to four different families are spoken: Hopi (Uto-Aztecans); Tewa, Tiwa, and Towa (Kiowa-Tanoan); Eastern and Western Keres dialects (an isolate dialect continuum); and Zuni (a language isolate). All these groups share the fairly homogeneous Puebloan cultural complex. While there naturally also are notable cultural differences between various Puebloan groups, these do not correspond to language family boundaries in a simple manner (Kirchhoff 1954), and the connection of the various languages with prehistoric Puebloan cultural subgroups is in many cases unclear (Hale & Harris 1979).

As yet another case one can consider California, which is known for its very high diversity of native American languages. An illuminating example of how this linguistic diversity is not matched with corresponding cultural
heterogeneity is provided by three neighboring tribes in Northern California: Hupa, Yurok, and Karuk culture has been described in all respects as essentially identical (Sapir 1921: 214; Kroeber 1925: 5; Gifford & Block 1930: 16; Bright & Bright 1965: 249; Drucker 1965: 176). Nevertheless, the languages spoken by these peoples are not even genetically related: Hupa is Athabaskan, Yurok is Algic, and Karuk is an isolate, although sometimes assigned to the speculative Hokan family.

It is thus evident that cultural and linguistic boundaries often do not match. As this is so, one certainly cannot expect the boundaries of prehistoric ‘archaeological cultures’ to show simple matches with linguistic boundaries either. This has often been noted by comparative linguists working on the prehistory of language families other than Uralic: e.g., Peiros (1997: 88) notes in his discussion of Australian linguistic prehistory that “there are many examples where several communities have very similar or even identical [cultural] complexes.” However, during recent decades many scholars working on Uralic prehistory have engaged in futile debates over which archaeological cultures should be matched with which reconstructed languages. The debated hypotheses are based on a premise that is, in light of historical and ethnographic records, completely erroneous. While some of the purported linguistic-archaeological correlations may of course be valid, in most cases we simply have no method of determining whether this really is so.\(^\text{14}\)

There is yet a fourth method of reasoning that contributes to questionable associations between ‘archaeological cultures’ and linguistic or ethnic groups. It is evident that the proto-languages reconstructed by linguists represent only a fraction of the languages that actually existed in the past. As glottogenesis is a result of linguistic differentiation, the further back in time we proceed with our reconstructions the less languages we end up reconstructing; but it is surely not the case that the number of languages in the world has dramatically increased during the last couple of millennia. The inescapable conclusion is that an overwhelming majority of languages that were spoken in the world a few thousand years ago have gone extinct. Despite this, the possibility of unknown languages is often ignored when ethnic interpretations of archaeological material are suggested. Among other things, this leads to false dilemmas, as in the disagreement between Baudou (2004) and Zachrisson (2004) on whether the Iron Age cultures in inland central Scandinavia were ‘Scandinavian’ or ‘Saami’. In a more objective approach to the question one would also need to seriously consider the possibility that they were neither.

What consequences, then, does all this have to the interpretation of Saami ethnic history? An important implication is that we should stop asking questions such as whether this or that type of ceramics was “Saami” or not. Many theories of Uralic and Saami ethnic history have been based on the association of a particular ceramics type with a reconstructed proto-language, such as Comb Ware with Proto-Uralic. From such a starting hypothesis, then, the historically known distributions of languages are derived via a complex chain of subsequent
correlations between languages and archaeological areas (e.g., Carpelan & Par-
pola 2001). Such an approach involves two serious problems. First, it does not
appear to be possible to reverse the chain of reasoning and derive the chosen
starting hypothesis from known historical, archaeological, and linguistic facts.
Second, there is no evidence for the view that prehistoric language borders even
correspond to boundaries of archaeological areas in the first place. Thus, it is
necessary to reject all theories of Saami prehistory and ethnogenesis based on
this type of argumentation.

When the incompatibility of archaeological and linguistic areas is correctly
admitted, the task of reconstructing past ethnic developments reveals itself as
extraordinarily difficult. For each linguistic and archaeological result one must
then ask whether it is even possible to correlate it with anything established
within the other discipline. There is essentially no direct link between the re-
search objects of historical linguistics and archaeology (e.g., between proto-lan-
guages and ceramics). While the same prehistoric people have certainly used
both languages and ceramics, these two entities are not bound by same rules of
social conduct.

In practice the situation is not hopeless, though. As proposed by Saarikivi
and Lavento (2012), we can attempt a sociolinguistic reconstruction as an in-
termediate step, and then see whether this reconstruction could be compared to
social interpretations of archaeological data. The problem is, however, that our
methodological framework for conducting anything of the like in practice is still
seriously underdeveloped: there is a need for a theoretical synthesis of historical
linguistics and sociolinguistics, but steps towards such a synthesis have only
started to be taken during recent decades. This means that we are still not in a
much better position than applying rules of thumb when postulating hypotheses
on prehistoric sociolinguistic processes.

8. Saami ethnolinguistic prehistory:
   what, where, and when?

We can now return to the findings of comparative linguistics about the history
of Saami languages. The topics we have addressed above include the nature
of the linguistic relationship between Saami and Finnic; the contacts of Pre-
Proto-Saami with Pre-Proto-Finnic, Germanic, and Baltic languages; the con-
tacts between Proto-Saami and Proto-Scandinavian; the substrate influence of
extinct and unknown languages on Saami; and the substrate influence of Saami
on North Finnic languages. The interpretation of the results allows us to distin-
guish between five major phases in the evolution of the Saami languages:

1. The emergent phase during which Pre-Proto-Saami emerged as a distinct
   language from the Finno-Saamic dialect continuum.
2. The transformative phase during which major linguistic innovations trans-
   formed the language into Proto-Saami.
3. **The dispersal phase** during which the Proto-Saami language broke up and early forms of Saami spread over a vast area comprising the Finnish and Karelian Lakeland as well as Lapland.

4. **The diversification phase** during which the Saami dialect continuum diverged into many local Saami languages spoken in Lapland and the Lakeland.

5. **The marginalization phase** in medieval and early modern times, during which Lakeland Saami languages became extinct due to the spread of Finnish and Karelian.

The very different linguistic processes that have taken place during these phases imply that the underlying social reality also must have radically changed from one period to the other. The major challenge of Saami ethnolinguistic prehistory is to reconstruct the sequence of social processes that account for this linguistic chronology, and to place these prehistoric developments in space and time.

It goes without saying that our knowledge of the extralinguistic reality of the early phases in the development of Saami is extremely limited. We know that as Pre-Proto-Saami emerged as a distinct dialect or language spoken in its own speech community, its speakers were in direct contact with Pre-Proto-Finnic and Germanic-speaking groups, as well as in sporadic or indirect contact with Baltic speakers. An exact geographic interpretation of these findings is difficult, however.

The most probable option would seem to be to assume that Pre-Proto-Saami was spoken somewhere in the Lakeland of southern Finland and Karelia, as this would allow us to explain the adoption of Germanic loanwords (Aikio 2006: 42; Kallio 2009: 38). It has been often suggested that there is a connection between the adoption of Proto-Germanic loanwords to Finnic and Saami and the influence of the Nordic Bronze Age culture on coastal Finland and Estonia in 1700–500 BC (see, e.g., Carpelan & Parpola 2001: 91–92); there appears to be no other plausible archaeological correlate for this phenomenon. Saarikivi (2004b) and Häkkinen (2010b) argue for a more eastern origin in the direction of Lake Onega and Lake Beloe, but it is not clear how the Germanic loanword strata should be accounted for in such a scenario. As Saami languages, in any case, spread via a large-scale linguistic expansion, we cannot *a priori* disregard the possibility that they spread not only from south to north but also from west to east. In any case, we can hardly assume that the speaking area of Pre-Proto-Saami covered the entire Lakeland from Tavastia to Lake Onega, as such a territory is too wide to remain linguistically uniform; such a spread would probably have prevented the uniform completion of the transformative phase which resulted in the birth of the Proto-Saami language (contrary to what is maintained by Kallio 2009: 38). Moreover, such a hypothesis would make it difficult to explain the later adoption of a Palaeo-Lakelandic substrate in Proto-Saami (see section 6).

These are all educated guesses, and more research is needed before definite answers can be given to where the emergent phase and the transformative phase of Saami language history took place. Moreover, it should be admitted that we
have no knowledge at all about the beginning of the emergent phase – the questions where and why the Pre-Proto-Saami and Pre-Proto-Finnic languages first diverged from each other cannot be answered in light of present research. Despite this, there is no shortage of theories in this regard. To mention a particularly widespread view, it has often been thought that a Finno-Saamic proto-language was spoken in the Comb Ware archaeological culture in southern Finland, and that the Finnic and Saami language branches became separated due to the spread of the Northwest Indo-European-speaking Corded Ware (Battle Axe) culture to the southwestern part of the area in about 3200 BC (see, e.g., Carpelan & Parpola 2001: 83–84; but Parpola (this volume) no longer supports the theory).

It must be said that this popular scenario, while superficially appealing, belongs more to the realm of speculation than to solidly argued theory. On the basis of the discussion above, one can point out that there is no clear evidence for views such as 1) that there ever was a distinct Finno-Saamic proto-language; 2) that the differentiation of Pre-Proto-Finnic and Pre-Proto-Saami could have taken place as early as 5000 years ago; 3) that the Comb Ware culture in Finland was Uralic-speaking; 4) that widespread archaeological horizons such as Comb Ware ‘culture’ and the Corded Ware ‘culture’ even correspond to language families; and 5) that Finnic was spoken in Finland before the Iron Age. Moreover, it can be asked whether the reconstruction of Stone Age ethnolinguistic processes in Northern Europe is a realistic endeavor in the present state of research, as our knowledge of such processes even in the Iron Age is still very limited. The problem in Stone Age ethnolinguistics is that there is a lot of blank canvas to paint on and only very little evidence to restrict our imagination. Those with a critical mind-set, however, must ponder whether we can at present establish anything regarding ethnicity at such time depths.

It makes sense to turn the attention to questions of more recent prehistoric ethnolinguistic processes, as they, too, pose many unsolved problems. When searching for an archaeological correlate for the disintegration and spread of Proto-Saami, we are on a much more solid foundation, as there is precise temporal and geographic information on the outcome of this process: the Saami linguistic expansion must have reached the South Saami territory in central Scandinavia by 500 AD, and according to Heikkilä’s (2011) datings of Proto-Saami sound changes, the expansion cannot have started before the last centuries BC. Therefore, we have a definite timeframe of about 800 years in which we can seek archaeological correlates for the process.

It has been independently noted by Heikkilä (2011: 75–76) and Häkkinen (2010b: 61) that there is, indeed, a surprising correlate to the expansion of Saami in the archaeological record of Lapland. The period between 250–800 AD in Lapland is characterized by ‘archaeological invisibility’: the production of iron and ceramics ceased, and finds from this period are scarce and scattered. Metal objects associated with this period are imported. In Carpelan’s words, “no recognizable type of archaeological relic seems to be characteristic for the Middle Iron Age of the northern and eastern cultural sphere. No distinctive feature is
known that would reveal how the people lived and behaved after the end of Early Metal Age.” (Carpelan 2003: 60–61; translated from Finnish).

On the basis of the linguistic chronology we know that this is precisely the period when Saami languages spread to Lapland and pushed the Palaeo-Laplandic languages to extinction. At the same time, the emerging Saami societies in Scandinavia became – it seems – suppliers and purveyors in a fur trade network operated by speakers of Proto-Scandinavian. It might seem paradoxical that such a dramatic change in the social, economic, and ethnic structure of society is not expressed in the archaeological record by an influx of new types of finds. Nevertheless, it is expressed as a radical change, even if the result of this change is the lack of archaeological evidence. Carpelan has pointed out that the cause and meaning of this change is not well understood (2003: 87); but as noted by Häkkinen (2010b: 61), his own cautiously articulated assumptions regarding the nature of the period would seem to fit very well to the scenario outlined above:

“[After the beginning of the Common Era] begins the utilization of wilderness areas that originated in the peasant cultural context of Finland, Sweden, and Norway; the inhabitants of the wilderness, the Proto-Saami, who belonged to the eastern hunter-gatherer cultural sphere, begin to be used as purveyors and later also as taxpayers. (...) Soon after the beginning of this wave of influence the production of iron and ceramics ceases in the eastern cultural sphere. I assume that Saami culture then began to transform into some kind of purveyor culture of wilderness products and, at the same time, gave up certain activities which had been characteristic of it when it still had led a self-sufficient life without a notable need for surplus production.” (Carpelan 1984: 105; translated from Finnish.)

The current linguistic findings clearly point to the conclusion that this is the crucial turning point when Saami ethnicities have formed in Lapland. Viable alternatives seem to be difficult to find. I have cautiously suggested the spread of Kjelmøy Ware in Lapland since the 7th century BC as a potential correlate of the expansion of Saami (Aikio 2004: 30), but its dating appears to be too early to combine with the linguistic chronology. Moreover, this proposal suffers from the general implausibility of associating spreads of ceramics types with the speaking areas of languages. Thus, it appears reasonably clear that the ethno-genesis of the Saami in Lapland is instead connected with the archaeologically ‘silent’ period in the Middle Iron Age.

This finding raises many new questions. We can envision language shifts and trade networks, but it still remains entirely unclear what the actual causes and social mechanisms of the expansion of Saami languages were. Such questions have been scarcely touched upon in research so far. It has occasionally been suggested that the northward spread of Saami resulted from the push effect of the North Finnic expansion (Janhunen 2005: 85–86), but this idea must be rejected as chronologically impossible; the spread of North Finnic to the Lake-land is simply too late to account for the spread of Saami to Lapland. More
plausibly one can hypothesize that the rise of the fur trade would have served as a push factor; this would imply that the original speaking area of Proto-Saami was located in some kind of key position in relation to emerging Germanic trade networks. Such a hypothesis is attractive, as it entails a causal link between the presence of extensive Germanic loanword strata in Proto-Saami and the later expansion of the language itself. Other possibilities, however, can certainly also be found. What happened in Lapland in the Middle Iron Age is an enigma of Saami prehistory, and no coherent theory of Saami ethnogenesis can be put forth before we gain an understanding of the nature of this period. Collaborative research on the topic by linguists and archaeologists is now needed.

As the development of the Saami languages after their disintegration approaches the border of history, we need not go to the details of that process here. In the Late Iron Age from 800 AD onwards so-called rectangular stone settings emerge in the archaeological record of Lapland. According to several archaeologists (e.g., Carpelan 2003; Halinen 2011), these are the earliest finds that can with complete certainty be associated with the Saami. This appears obvious from a linguistic perspective as well, as Palaeo-Laplandic substrate languages can hardly be assumed to have survived to this period, and the divergence of the Saami languages must already have been well on its way. From rectangular stone settings the continuity to more recent historical periods is evident (see, e.g., Carpelan 2003). However, the actual linguistic divergence of the Saami languages is not reflected in the archaeological material in a straightforward way. For example, in the archaeological record of the Inari region one can observe how sites characterized by the same assemblage have given rise to Inari Saami communities on the one hand and Skolt Saami communities on the other (Saarikivi & Lavento 2012: 203–204).

Finally, it is in order to note what the present results do not imply. What has been presented above is a chronology of the linguistic development of Saami, and the origins of Saami cultures or the genetic origin of the Saami people are altogether different topics which could not be addressed in detail here. When speaking of ethnic history, it must be remembered that ethnogenesis is a process that involves linguistic, cultural and demographic factors. While Saami languages can be shown to have come to Lapland from the south, the Saami as ethnic groups did not “come” from anywhere – they were formed in their present territories through a complex social process that involved the adoption of a new language. The earlier speakers of ‘Palaeo-Laplandic’ languages belong to the cultural and genetic ancestors of the Saami even if they were not their linguistic ancestors. Thus, the prehistory of Lapland and the prehistory of Saami languages are two very different histories indeed.
Endnotes

* I am obliged to Laura Arola for critical discussions on the topic of this essay.

1. In the traditional Uralic reconstruction, long vowels (*ɪ, *ɛ, *o and *ʊ) also have been postulated for West Uralic. It is, however, demonstrated in Aikio (2012) that these long vowels are a specifically Finnic innovation, and cannot be reconstructed for the proto-stages of other Uralic languages.


4. I have excluded one independent Baltic loan etymology which was still supported in Aikio (2006: 40), namely that of SaaNbievła ‘feed’ (<PSaa*piemmë-? < Pre-PSaa*pämmi-); this verb is compared to Lithuanianpeninis ‘fatling’ by Sammalahti (1998: 231). The sound substitution *-nim- > *-mm- is in itself somewhat unusual, in addition to which there appears to be no Baltic verb that could account for the Saami form; the -m- is only found in the derived noun peninis, cf. Lithuanianpenas ‘food’, penentī ‘feed, nurse, fatten’.

5. In the case of SaaNšielbmâ ‘threshold’ (cf. Lithuanianšelman ‘frame (of a window or roof); door; long beam, balk’), one is inclined to hypothesize that the Pre-Proto-Finnic source form *šelma actually survives in Finnishhelma ‘hem’. Even though the assumed semantic shift ‘frame, etc.’ > ‘hem’ is not straightforward, the Finnish word lacks a plausible alternative etymology; the proposed comparison to Proto-Germanic*xelmaz ‘helmet’ is even more difficult to substantiate semantically.
6. Note also Erzya Mordvin *lepe* ‘alder’, which could go back to yet a third shape *

*lippä*; more probably, however, the word was borrowed into Mordvin from Pre-

Proto-Finnic.

7. One might consider it strange to group Pite Saami together with South and Ume Saami under the southwest dialect, because synchronically Pite Saami is much
closer to Lule Saami. However, from a dialectological point of view there is no 

actual contradiction, as the earliest dialect boundaries need not have been located 

where the deepest language boundaries later developed. On the other hand, the 

evidence regarding clusters of the stop + liquid type in Pite Saami is limited to 

two words in my data and there is also one counterexample (*r-* instead of *t-

r* in the word for ‘thrush’), so this classification of Pite Saami remains hypothetical. How-

ever, this detail has no implication to the validity of the model in other respects.

8. It is possible that there was a further subdialect boundary within the northwest 

dialect. This is suggested by the fact that Lule Saami shows a cluster *sl-* or *sjl-* in 

loans, whereas North Saami only has *l-, as well as by the curious detail that the 

predecessors of these languages seem to have independently borrowed the Proto-

Scandinavian word *flauha[z]* ‘flea’ in different shapes: L *läffes* (< *lāffēs*) vs. N 

*lāvkkis* (< *lāvkkēs*). Due to the limited evidence, however, this question will not 

be pursued further here.


dengja ‘hammer; whet (e.g. a scythe)’.

10. A new etymology: Saan *rāhččat* ‘stretch a skin to dry’ < PSaa *rāččē- < PScand 

*braidja-* > ON breiða ‘stretch out, spread out (e.g. for drying), unfold’.

11. Interestingly, over a hundred years later the same way of thinking lives on in 


confuses racial (genetic) and linguistic concepts, and connects modern ethnic 

groups with remote prehistoric periods. A curious example is Wiik’s (2004: 30) 

illustrative map of Northern Europe at the end of the last Ice Age, in which “Saami 

people” are portrayed wandering in a huge circle around the receding ice sheet. 

Although Wiklund’s fantasies about Ice Age Saami differed in details, the simi-

larities are striking.

12. The following corrections can be made to Sammallahahti’s material on early inde-

pendent Indo-European loans in Saami:

- SaaN *guoržžu* ‘evil spirit; person with the evil eye’ can be excluded from the list 

as it is most probably cognate with Fi *karsea* ‘ugly, terrible’ and *karsas* ‘squint-

eyed’.

- SaaN *deatnu* ‘major river’, which is mainly attested in the eastern inland dia-

lects of North Saami, is probably a metaphorical appellativization of the river 

name *Deatnu* (Tana), the major river in the area (Paikkala 2007 s.v. *Teno*); as a 

parallel it can be mentioned that the Finnish word *kymi* ‘major river’, mainly attested 

in dialects of the Kymi basin, seems to have a similar background in a river name. 

As the river name *Deatnu* appears to be primary and its original appellative basis 

remains unknown, it cannot be etymologized as Indo-European.

- SaaN *suopman* ‘dialect; tone of voice’ should have a distribution index of 3 

and not 1, as cognates are also attested in Skolt and Ter Saami. As a side note, 

Sammallahahti (2001: 401) derives the word from Indo-European *stomen- ‘mouth’,

but it could be semantically better compared to Indo-European *sh₂omen- ‘song’ 

(> Greek *hymnos* ‘hymn’, Vedic *sāman- ‘song’); note especially the meanings of 

SaaSk *suõmm* ‘melody’ and SaaT *sīm* ‘quiet voice; section of an incantation chant’.
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- SaaI korttâđ ‘bind’ (< PSaa *kërttē-) is the derivational base of the noun korccâ ‘leather strap’ (< *kërcē < *kërttēs), cognates of which are found in all Saami languages except for Ter Saami (Lehtiranta 1989: 42–43); hence, the word should have a distributional index of 8 instead of 1.
- SaaN čuoris ‘brownish gray (of an animal’s hair)’ cannot be separated from its consonant-stem derivative čuorgat ‘gray (of hair)’, which gives it a distributional index of 8 instead of 4.
- SaaN čearda ‘tribe’ has a cognate in South Saami and should have a distributional index of 3.
- SaaN burgot ‘forbid’ has a cognate in Pite Saami and should have a distributional index of 3.
- SaaN gatna ‘dandruff’ also has Pite and Kildin Saami cognates and should have a distributional index of 7.
- SaaN gårži ‘cramped’ has a cognate in Pite Saami and should have a distributional index of 7.

13. There is also a village and parish called Elimäki in eastern Nyland. This name has a slightly different Saami etymology. While -mäki means ‘hill’, there is no actual hill with the same name in the area. The name is a folk-etymologically reconstructed back formation of the former name of lake Elimäänjärvi, which has been drained. As the lake was situated in the headwaters of River Teutjoki, the specific Elimää- quite obviously reflects Proto-Saami *ëlë-mus ‘uppermost’.

14. Theoretical and methodological problems similar to those in Uralic prehistoric studies have surfaced in research traditions in other areas as well. For instance, Erdoesy (1995) describes a very familiar-sounding situation in attempts to combine archaeological and linguistic results on Indo-Aryan prehistory, involving, for instance, “mutual ignorance of the aims, complexity and limitations of the respective disciplines”, “a feedback cycle of misinformation [between the disciplines]”, “fatal flaws in the definition of “culture” as a recurring assemblage of artefacts”, and a “virtual absence of theoretical discussion”.

Appendix. Proto-Scandinavian loans with initial consonant clusters and the phoneme /f/ in West Saami

Loans with /f/:

SaaN fiervá (< *fiervā), SaaS fierve (< *fiervē) ‘low tide; beach revealed by low tide’ < PScand *ferwō > ON fjara ‘low tide; beach revealed by low tide’. – ON fjara is an analogically restructured nominative form; the expected phonologically regular form would be *fjopr.
SaaN fiellu (< *fellō) ‘board’ < PScand *felhō > ON fjol ‘board’
SaaN fihčču (< *fiččō) ‘seal’s flipper’ < PScand *fitjō > ON fit ‘webbed foot of waterfowl’
SaaN fālis (< *fālēs) ‘whale’ < PScand *hwalaz > ON hvalr ‘whale’
SaaL läffes (< *läffēs) ‘flea’ < PScand *flauh[a] > ON flō ‘flea’
SaaN mārfi (< *mārfe) ‘sausage’ < PScand *marfēa > ON mör ‘suet’. – Note that SaaSk māä’rf ‘sausage’ is evidently a rather recent loan from North Saami due to its /f/ and its irregular lack of consonant gradation.
Loans with an initial cluster of the type *sC-:

SaaS spálfa (< *sválfō) ‘swallow (bird)’ < PScand *swalwō (? *swalhwō) > ON svala ‘swallow’. – ON svala is an analogically restructured nominative (the expected form is *svol).

SaaS (obsolete) < slikt (< *sliktē) ‘smooth’, SaaS livttis ‘smooth and even’ (< *liktēs) < PScand *slīttar > ON slētt ‘flat, smooth, even’

SaaS skálžu (< *skālčō) ‘seashell’ < PScand *skaljō > ON skel ‘shell’

SaaS skávžá (< *skāvčā) ‘beard’ < PScand *skagja > ON skegg ‘beard’

SaaS sjlávttjá ‘warble fly’, SaaS lávžá ‘horse fly’ (< *(s)lāvčā) < PScand *klagjan > ON kleggi ‘horse fly’

SaaS stážžu (< *stāńčō) ‘crucible’ < PScand *stainjō. – Not attested in Scandinavian, but *stainjō is the expected cognate of Old High German steinna, Old English stāna ‘stone or earthenware pot’.

SaaS slájvve (< *slājvē) ‘powerless, weak, diluted’, SaaS láivi (< *lājvē) ‘diluted, tasteless’ < PScand *slaiwaz > ON slær ~ sljór ‘blunt, dull’

SaaS skávhli (< *skāklē) ‘gull’ < PScand *skaglingaz > ON skeglingr ‘young gull’

SaaS skievis (< *skievēs) ‘jumpy, nervous’ < Pre-PScand *skewwiz > PScand *snággwiz > ON snøggr ‘short-haired’

SaaS provtse (~ provreñe (< *pruvdēs), SaaS dial. ruvddas (< *ruvdēs) ‘bridge’ < PScand *brúðr > ON brúðr ‘bride’

SaaS krievvie (< *kriëvve) ‘reindeer herd’ < PScand *kreu(h)— > dialectal Norwegian kru ‘a small corral for cattle’

SaaS plievvies ‘shy’ (< *plievvēs) < PScand *pleugaz > ON bljúgr ‘bashful, shy’.

Loans with an initial cluster of the type stop + liquid:

SaaS kraavhtse (< *krāvccē < *krāvttēs), SaaS dial. rākca (< *rāvccē < *rāvttēs) ‘porridge’ < PScand *grautilaz > ON grautr ‘porridge’

SaaS kraessjie (~ kraassjoe (< *krāššē ~ *krāžsō) ‘bog-bean’ < PScand *grasja > Swedish gräs ‘grass’

SaaS plievvies ‘shy’ (< *plievvēs) < PScand *pleugaz > ON bljúgr ‘bashful, shy’.

– The substitution of PSaa *-vv- for PScand *-ug- suggests that the voiced stop was phonetically realized as a spirant [ɣ] in the source form.
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SaaSplaassa (=< *plääsää) ‘large rock that sticks out of the ground or up from water’, SaaN lāś’sā (=< *lässää) ‘flat rock; skerry’ < PScand *flasja > ON flæs ‘flat rock’

SaaSplahkoe ‘low flat terrain’ (< *plääkkö), SaaN lāhku ‘wide, flat basin up in the mountains’ (< *läkō) < PScand *flahu > ON flǫ ‘rock ledge; gently sloping valley up in the mountains’

Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>Old Norse</td>
<td>SaaS</td>
<td>North Saami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSaa</td>
<td>Proto-Saami</td>
<td>SaaP</td>
<td>Pite Saami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PScand</td>
<td>Proto-Scandinavian</td>
<td>SaaS</td>
<td>South Saami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saal</td>
<td>Inari Saami</td>
<td>SaaSk</td>
<td>Skolt Saami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SaaK</td>
<td>Kildin Saami</td>
<td>SaaT</td>
<td>Ter Saami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SaaL</td>
<td>Lule Saami</td>
<td>SaaU</td>
<td>Ume Saami</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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